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Abstract

Migrants workers and employers rely on intermediaries to facilitate labor market place-
ments. If information frictions obscure their reputation, however, intermediaries may
under-invest in placement quality. Using data on over 1.5 million Sri Lankan migrants to
the Gulf region, we examine the effects of an intermediary rating program that publicly
revealed ratings two years after it was announced. Prior to the ratings being revealed, eli-
gible under-performing agencies invest in the rating criteria and place migrants with less
abusive employers who pay higher salaries. Our results suggest that the threat of quality
revelation induced agencies to prospectively screen employers.
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1 Introduction

Prospective migrants often rely on intermediaries to facilitate access to labor market oppor-
tunities abroad.1 Though lucrative, seeking work in an unfamiliar context is risky and often
leaves migrants vulnerable to abuse.2 Our study encompasses over a million Sri Lankan mi-
grants to the Gulf Region, and nearly one in ten migrants make a complaint about employer
abuse to a consulate.3 Descriptive evidence in this setting suggests that intermediaries greatly
influence whether a migrant experiences abuse, and work by Naidu et al. (2016a) suggests
employers exercise considerable monopsony power, limiting the ability of migrants to switch
jobs and increasing the importance of their initial placement.4 Migration intermediaries can
influence placement quality by screening both employers and migrants, but their propensity
to screen depends on the observability and returns to this costly investment (Autor, 2008). In
particular, while an employer and a migrant may learn about investments in screening made
by the intermediary that facilitated their match, information frictions may restrict whether
these facts become more widely known. As a result, intermediaries may see a diminished
return to screening and under-invest in placement quality.5

In this paper, we examine whether a program designed to rate intermediaries and pub-
licly reveal their quality can relax information frictions and improve placement quality. Our
study focuses on local migration intermediaries (hereafter, recruitment agencies) that recruit
Sri Lankan workers for employment in the Gulf region. The (Sri Lankan) regulator first an-
nounced the criteria on which agencies would be rated and, two years later, revealed a star
rating (zero to five stars) to the public. Using a difference-in-difference design, we find that
the program successfully induced agencies eligible for the program—particularly, previously
under-performing agencies—to screen foreign demand and place migrants with less abusive
employers prior to the public revelation of the star ratings. To guide the interpretation of our
empirical results, we develop a dynamic model of agency reputations and show how the rat-
ings program improves the status quo information environment. It does so by providing the
market with a credible signal of an agency’s investment in placement quality. Future quality
revelation induces agencies to invest in placement quality even before the ratings are made
public, to influence an employer’s belief about their type and, consequently, demand for their
services in the future.

Migrant labor opportunities represent a Faustian bargain for Sri Lanka. Approximately
17% of the labor force is engaged in migrant work in the Gulf region, access to these employ-
ment opportunities can be transformative (Dinkelman and Mariotti, 2016; Theoharides, 2018),
and remittances of foreign currency are crucial to macroeconomic stability. However, labor

1Across two of the world’s largest migration corridors—the US Southern border and the Gulf re-
gion—estimates place the share of intermediated migration as high as 80%. See Demaret (2006) for the Gulf
region, and Orrenius et al. (2001) regarding the US southern border.

2For example, see Clemens (2013), Gibson and McKenzie (2014), Hendricks and Schoellman (2018).
3By ’Gulf region’ we refer to the countries belonging to the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC).
4Fernando and Lodermeier (2022) find that the time-invariant characteristics of migration intermediaries sys-

tematically co-vary with the incidence of migrant abuse, suggesting they may have access to private information
on the quality of foreign employers.

5Placement quality is a bundle of wage and non-wage amenities encompassing the safety of a workplace.
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abuses are commonplace and employers routinely withhold pay, often renege on contractu-
ally agreed-upon amenities, and engage in physical abuse (HRW, 2010). These concerns have
led the Sri Lankan government, among others, to institute sweeping restrictions on migration
to the Gulf region at a great potential welfare cost.6 However, there is limited research exam-
ining whether governments can instead use regulatory policy to induce local intermediaries
to improve the quality of migrant placements.

We use a unique administrative dataset that allows us to link over 1.5 million Sri Lankan
migrants over a decade (2005-2015) to recruitment agencies and foreign employers. To assess
placement quality, we merge this dataset with data on contractual provisions and worker
complaints—ranging from physical abuse to breach of contract—made to Sri Lankan con-
sulates across the Gulf region. We complement these administrative datasets with original
surveys of approximately 20% of active recruitment agencies in 2019.

The rating program created incentives for recruitment agencies to improve their place-
ment quality on both an extensive (job types, sectors, and countries) and an intensive margin,
by placing migrants with more reputable employers in existing sectors such as domestic
work; placement quality was assessed using a government-designed metric: the Quantitative
Score.7 The program also encouraged eligible agencies to invest in recommended manage-
ment practices that were subsequently audited by third-party inspectors—compliance with
these recommendations was assessed using another metric: the Qualitative Score. The govern-
ment combined the Quantitative and Qualitative Scores to produce a continuous score which,
in turn, maps to a star rating. The government first announced the rating criteria in early
2010 and then publicly revealed a star rating in 2012.

Eligibility for the program is based on criteria that preceded the announcement of the
program—agencies were eligible if they recruited at least 100 migrants in 2009. Consequently,
agencies could not select into the program and, as per the program rules, they could not opt
out of it. These facts motivate a difference-in-difference design that compares eligible agencies
who recruited just above the 100 migrant threshold to a set of comparison agencies who
recruited just below it.8 Our identifying assumption is that eligibility is not systematically
correlated with agency trends but, rather, reflect stochastic differences in recruitment; an
assumption supported by F-tests of the lagged differences of our main outcomes.

We estimate the effects of the program for the period after the rating criteria were an-
nounced but prior to the revelation of ratings (i.e. 2010-2012)—which we refer to as the
Reputational Incentives (RI) phase—and the period succeeding the public release of the star
ratings, which we refer to as the Quality Revelation (QR) phase (i.e. > 2012). In addition, to
estimate heterogeneous effects by (pre-program) agency quality, we use the ratings formula

6In recent years, the governments of Sri Lanka, Nepal, Indonesia and the Philippines have instituted policies
that seek to ban groups of female domestic workers from seeking work in the Gulf region (Shivakoti et al., 2021).

7The Quantitative Score is based on total recruitment, the skill intensity of jobs matched, and an agency’s
performance in resolving complaints, see Appendix A.1.

8In order to select a set of comparable agencies, we use an algorithm developed by Calonico et al. (2014) that,
in essence, assesses balance across a set of pre-specified pre-treatment characteristics. This algorithm yields an
optimal sample that contains 207 agencies who recruited between 45 and 155 migrants in 2009.
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to compute a Predicted Rating for both eligible and comparison agencies.9 We denote agencies
that have a below median Predicted Rating as pre-program low quality agencies. Importantly,
outcomes during the RI-phase can only be influenced by agencies as the star ratings are yet
to be made public. In contrast, the QR-phase combines the effects of revealing a rating—to
which both employers and migrants can respond—and the effects of reputational incentives.

We have three main findings. First, pre-program low quality agencies respond to reputational
incentives, secure higher foreign employer demand, and are less likely to exit the market. To assess
investments in the rating criteria announced by the government, we use a summary measure
developed by the government—the Quantitative Score—which aggregates outcomes across
a set of criteria relating to the composition of recruitment and complaint management (see
Appendix A.1). While eligible agencies have a higher Quantitative Score, this estimate is
imprecise. In contrast, low quality agencies invest in the rating criteria and their Quantitative
Score is 11% higher than that of comparison agencies prior to quality revelation. In addition,
these agencies receive substantially more demand (65%) from foreign employers (i.e. job
orders) relative to the comparison mean. Overall, while eligible agencies are approximately
44% less likely to exit the market, this result is driven by low quality agencies who are 75%
less likely to exit the market relative to the comparison group10; in contrast, exit by high
quality agencies is unaffected.

Second, the program induces eligible agencies to improve placement quality and this too is largely
driven by pre-program low quality agencies. We find that migrants placed by eligible low quality
agencies report monthly salaries that are $20 (12%) higher than the comparison mean. Further,
these agencies are 29% more likely to place migrants with a Good Employer: i.e. one with a
below median pre-program complaint rate. Using an index that aggregates multiple measures
of contract quality, we find that low quality eligible agencies increase contract quality by 0.17

standard deviations.11 Perhaps as a result of better placement quality, migrants placed by
low quality eligible agencies are 19% more likely to renew their contract with an employer
relative to the comparison mean.

Finally, improvements in placement quality occur prior to quality revelation, suggesting the pro-
gram induced low quality agencies to prospectively screen foreign employers. Increases in average
salaries and the share of job orders from Good Employers begin during the Reputational
Incentives phase. As the star ratings are yet to be made public, these effects are necessarily
a consequence of agency responses to the program announcement and preclude responses
by foreign employers and migrants. During this period, we find little to distinguish migrants
placed by eligible and comparison agencies on observable characteristics. In addition, eligible
agencies are no more likely to place migrants with new employers: those we do not observe

9To compute the Predicted Rating we use the fact that the rating calculated by the government is, in part,
a function of administrative data collected prior to the announcement of the program. As such, we use this
data to predict the continuous rating and use the fitted values to construct a counterfactual Predicted Rating for
comparison agencies.

10Exit here is defined as an agency that reports zero migrants recruited for at least 12 consecutive months.
11The index of contract quality is a normalized index incorporating whether or not an employer provides

health insurance, accommodation, return airfare and the salary range paid to workers. Index components are
weighted by the inverse of the covariance matrix as in Anderson (2008).
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in our dataset prior to when the program began. Rather, we find that eligible agencies are
more likely to place migrants with Good Employers that were previously known to them,
and this shift begins during the RI-phase (see Figure 4). To verify the plausibility of our
proposed explanation—that eligible agencies are induced to screen foreign employers—we
collected detailed data on agency operations (n = 109) and find that agencies routinely screen
employers: half of the surveyed agencies report rejecting a job order in the past year, with 52%
citing safety concerns as a reason for doing so.

Collectively our results suggest that the introduction of the program created reputational
incentives that induced eligible agencies to improve their placement quality prior to the public
release of the star ratings. While we do not find that the program increased recruitment by
eligible agencies, this may in part be due to spillover effects for comparison agencies that are
in the immediate vicinity of an eligible agency. For these comparison agencies, we find that
a nearby eligible agency induces positive spillovers, increasing migrant recruitment and job
orders, though the latter estimate is imprecise. This result, at once, suggests that we may
be underestimating the effect of the program and that eligible agencies may face large fixed
costs in securing new demand. We explore the robustness of our results to using alternative
sample thresholds and measures of pre-program agency quality and arrive at qualitatively
similar conclusions.

We also find evidence to suggest that the program led foreign employers to reward highly
rated agencies with more job orders. Using the exact ratings formula to construct a regres-
sion discontinuity design, we compare agencies who are just above and below star-specific
thresholds. Pooling across the thresholds, we find that a marginal star leads to a 57% increase
in the number of job orders. In contrast, we do not find that migrants responded to the star
ratings: higher rated agencies do not recruit more migrants; migrants who had registered a
complaint prior to the program and especially vulnerable groups of migrants were no more
likely to pick a higher rated agency. This is unsurprising as the ratings were largely made
available on the internet which, at the time, less that 12% of the Sri Lankan population had
access to. Furthermore, surveys with migrants, suggest that just 14% had ever heard of the
ratings program.

Even though low quality agencies drive many of the observed effects, they typically end
up with relatively lower star ratings. Our results suggest that the program both induced these
agencies to invest in placement quality prior to the QR-phase and had a certification effect
that improved their visibility, regardless of the number of stars they ultimately received.
Assessing whether the program improved overall market efficiency is complicated by the fact
that the market experienced a steady decline over this period. However, we use a proxy
for match surplus—Total Salaries: the product of migrants recruited and the salary they are
contractually owed— and find that the program systematically increases this proxy. While
(particularly, eligible low quality) agencies appear better off as a consequence of the program,
we lack data on commissions and the entry and exit decisions of employers and are therefore
unable to assess the effects of the program on their welfare.

Our paper is unique in its ability to capture the response of migration intermediaries
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to changes in regulatory policy. The paper closest to our own, Bazzi et al. (2021), uses an
experiment to estimate how migrants respond to information on intermediary quality. The
policy we study, in contrast, influences the actions of employers and intermediaries. This is
an especially relevant margin to examine, given that local intermediaries often contract out
recruitment to ‘sub-intermediaries’—thereby obscuring and reducing the relevance of their
own reputations—and wield considerable market power inhibiting the scope for migrant
choice. The recent empirical literature has focused on product market intermediaries and
how they address market failures and influence competition and prices.12 Labor market
intermediaries, in spite of their ubiquity, have received limited attention13 and primarily act as
‘match-makers’ rather than ‘market-makers’ —in that they do not buy and sell a standardized
product (Yavaş, 1994). Consequently, screening is an especially important function we are able
to gauge by quantifying multiple dimensions of placement quality.

Second, we contribute to the literature on international migration. A number of studies
have quantified the enormous wage gains from international migration (Gibson et al., 2017;
Clemens, 2013; McKenzie et al., 2010; Hendricks and Schoellman, 2018), while others have es-
timated the effects of providing accurate information about the returns of migration (Shrestha,
2017; Shrestha and Yang, 2019; Batista and McKenzie, 2021). In spite of the recognition that
migrant labor may constitute a ‘repugnant’ transaction (Clemens, 2018), comparatively less
attention has been paid to the quality of migrant placements—likely owing to the difficulty
and political sensitivity of collecting reliable data. We use a combination of consular reports
of abuse and contract characteristics (salaries and amenities) to assess migrant placement
quality on multiple dimensions and estimate how it is influenced by regulatory policy in
migrant-sending countries.

Finally, our paper contributes to a literature examining the effects of quality disclosure
and reputational mechanisms in markets. In the development literature, research has fo-
cused on the importance of reputations and relational contracting in buyer-seller relation-
ships where contract enforcement is costly (Macchiavello and Morjaria, 2015, 2021) and how
quality disclosure can influence market-level outcomes (Andrabi et al., 2017). Outside the de-
velopment literature, Jin and Leslie (2003) study the introduction of restaurant hygiene cards
on customer demand, while Luca (2016) investigates the impact of Yelp reviews on similar
outcomes (see Dranove and Jin (2010) for a review). In a similar study to our own, Benson
et al. (2019) examine the value of employer ratings on an online labor market. They find that
employers exogenously assigned a good reputation attract workers at nearly twice the rate
and show that this is driven by workers screening employers. We contribute to this literature
by showing how quality revelation in the high-stakes world of international migration serves
as a reputational mechanism that induces intermediaries to improve placement quality.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes the background

12See, for example Bardhan et al. (2013); Startz (2016); Mitra et al. (2018); Bergquist and Dinerstein (2020); Atkin
and Donaldson (2021); Grant and Startz (2019).

13An exception is the work of Lee (2007) on public employment agencies in the US. He shows that the creation
of public recruitment agencies in the U.S. was a feasible policy response to increase competition with private
agencies and temper firm-side adverse selection.
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of our study and the design of the agency ratings program. Section 3 outlines a conceptual
framework with which to interpret our empirical results. Section 4 describes our data and
Section 5 presents our empirical strategy. Section 6 presents and discusses our main results.
Section 7 explores the robustness of our results, while Section 8 examines how the program
influences market efficiency. Section 9 concludes.

2 Background: Migration Overview and Regulatory Framework

2.1 International Labor Migration in Sri Lanka

An estimated 1.5 million Sri Lankan workers, roughly 17% of the labor force, were employed
abroad in the Gulf region in 2015.14 Each year, roughly 200,000 migrants—evenly split be-
tween men and women—seek employment abroad primarily as construction workers, vehicle
operators, and (female) domestic workers (see Appendix A.12). Remittances from these mi-
grants are an important source of foreign currency, accounting for 8.5% of GDP in 2015.
However, there are persistent concerns about labor abuses experienced by migrants in the
Gulf region, as documented by human rights groups (HRW, 2007; International, 2020) and
ethnographic studies15 that are consistent with a descriptive paper that uses our adminis-
trative data to systematically explore the extent of abuse (Fernando and Lodermeier, 2022).
In late 2013, renewed concerns about migrant abuse led the government to impose restric-
tions on young women intending to migrate to the Gulf countries for domestic work (Peru,
2022). As a consequence, female domestic worker migration to the Gulf countries saw a large
reduction after 2014.

2.2 Market Structure and Regulatory Framework

Concerns about abuse following the rapid expansion of migrant labor demand in the 1970’s,16

led to the creation of a regulatory body to oversee migration: the Sri Lanka Bureau of Foreign
Employment (SLBFE) in 1985. The SLBFE was given legal authority to enter into agreements
with foreign countries and regulate local recruitment agencies through the creation and en-
forcement of legal standards. All recruitment agencies are required to apply for a license with
the SLBFE and migrant registration with the SLBFE has been compulsory since 1996. This is
in large part enforced by monitoring at the airport; prospective migrants are denied boarding
if they do not have a SLBFE registration stamp on their passport.

14This estimate was calculated using publicly available data from the International Labor Organization (ILO),
which estimates the Sri Lankan labor force in 2020 at 8.6 million and a report from the Foreign Ministry of Sri
Lanka which estimates the stock of migrants in the Gulf region at 1.5 million (Aryasinha, 2020).

15See (Abu-Habib, 1998; Agunias, 2011; Frantz, 2008; Jureidini and Moukarbel, 2004).
16See Alfano (2010); Somarathna (2011); Silva (2013); Somarathna (2015); Jayawardhane (2018) for examples of

reporting on abuses faced by Sri Lankan migrants in local newspapers.
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2.2.1 Consular Assistance and Complaints

While consular assistance is available to all Sri Lankans, only registered migrants have access
to support from the SLBFE.17 This support includes a dedicated labor section at consulates
that registers and addresses complaints, and arranges repatriation and access to safe houses
in response to severe cases of abuse (ILO, 2013). Migrant workers or their family members
are able to register complaints at Sri Lankan consulates (see Appendix A.3 for an example of
back and forth between the SLBFE and an agency regarding a complaint).

2.2.2 Current Recruitment Process

The process for recruiting a migrant worker involves obtaining a number of approvals from
the SLBFE and can take anywhere from 2-5 months to complete (see Appendix A.5 for details).
In short, in order to recruit a Sri Lankan worker, a foreign employer must register a ‘job
order’ with the SLBFE. A job order lists the number of vacancies to be filled, the salary and
benefits that are contractually obliged and up to five licensed agencies who would recruit
these workers on an employer’s behalf. The foreign employer first reaches out to a Sri Lankan
consulate and then completes the job order process on the SLBFE website. If the job order
is approved, agencies recruit migrants, obtain passports and visas on their behalf and must
typically satisfy a number of requirements (e.g. pre-departure training) stipulated by the
SLBFE. Once these requirements are satisfied, the SLBFE stamps a migrant worker’s passport.

2.2.3 Market Structure

Foreign employers pay recruitment agencies a fixed commission per migrant recruited. While
we do not observe commissions in our administrative data, a survey of agencies (n=109) we
conducted suggests commissions are largely fixed (see Section 4).18 In our administrative
data spanning 2005-2015, there are between 600-700 active recruitment agencies each year,
that recruit approximately 80 migrants per year on average; the top 20 agencies account for
25% of migrants recruited during this period (see Section 4 for details).

The agency survey suggests that job orders are plentiful—50% of agencies report reject-
ing a job order in the prior year— but less than 1 in 5 agencies say they were able to fill all
vacancies on a job order. Two-thirds of surveyed agencies state the main reason they were
unable to fill a job order was because they couldn’t find workers. Though plentiful, the char-
acteristics of job orders vary considerably and are consistent with prior studies demonstrating
a high degree of employer monopsony power in this setting (Naidu et al., 2016b). We find
that the least abusive employers pay higher salaries and offer more amenities both within and
across sectors (see Appendix A.14). The lack of a compensating differential is suggestive of a

17Note, as Sri Lanka is an island, air travel is typically the only means to reach migrant destinations in the
Gulf. This greatly reduces the possibility of ’irregular’ migration flows through porous land borders.

18In the agency survey, 22 agencies specializing in the recruitment of domestic workers reported earning per
worker commissions between $342-$382, in spite of placing these workers in very different countries.
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dual market consisting of two types of employers that offer identical workers jobs with with
very different characteristics (Bulow and Summers, 1986).

2.3 Agency Ratings Program

2.3.1 Motivation and Rationale

Due to domestic political pressures and the increased salience of migrant abuses, the SLBFE
devised a program to rate local recruitment agencies towards improving professionalism in
the industry and improve the quality of job opportunities available to Sri Lankan migrants.19

The program’s stated goals include assisting foreign employers to identify suitable local agen-
cies, motivating agencies to improve their own standards, and providing information to mi-
grants on reputable agencies. In the booklet provided to agencies (see Appendix A.4 for a
summarized version), the criteria listed for evaluation and the ‘Proposals and Suggestions’
made by the government reveal two key concerns that the program intends to address:

• Management Practices: the program encourages the standardization of record-keeping
practices towards minimizing fraud and maintaining orderly premises.20

• Placement Quality: the program encourages agencies to develop new markets and
high-skill opportunities for Sri Lankan workers. The goal here in particular is to reward
placements in sectors and destinations that may have less abusive conditions. In addi-
tion the program encourages agencies to resolve complaints made by migrants and be
more vigilant about issues migrants face at their workplace.21

2.3.2 Eligibility for Program, Timing, & Program Phases

Agencies meeting the following criteria were eligible for the program: (i) recruited more than
100 migrants during 2009; (ii) held a valid license for more than a year.22 The program con-
sisted of two key phases:

Reputational Incentives (RI) Phase (2010-2012): This is the phase of the program during
which eligible agencies are informed about the program and given the rating criteria.

19The case of Rizana Nafeek, a Sri Lankan domestic worker who was sentenced to death in 2009 and subse-
quently executed in Saudi Arabia was an pivotal moment in galvanizing reforms (Silva, 2013).

20For example, the government suggests that agencies should ‘Update the records and documents [including]
data sheets of Sri Lankan employees and approved job orders’ and ’[Maintain] records of statutory refunds made
by SLBFE, passport details, employers and commissions received.’

21For example, the booklet states that ‘agencies will receive minus points if there are complaints against agen-
cies lodged by the migrant worker, relatives, family members, foreign agencies and foreign employers’ and that
agencies should ‘pay attention towards the benefits and salary of the migrant worker as mentioned in the agree-
ment throughout the contract period and persuade the foreign employer if necessary.’

22Technically, the eligibility also required that agencies had not previously been engaged in underage recruit-
ment, were not convicted of submitting false documents, did not have more than 10 pending legal cases. These
conditions are virtually guaranteed by having a valid license.
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• January 2010: Agencies were made aware of the program in early 2010 through an online
system managed by the SLBFE. Agencies were provided with a booklet that described
the eligibility criteria for the program, the goals of the program, and the criteria used in
the assessment (see Appendix A.4).

• July 2010-May 2011: Third-party audits to assess compliance with recommended man-
agement practices were conducted by the Sri Lanka Standards Institute (SLSI) and the
Sri Lanka Institute of Marketing (SLIM). The visits were not pre-announced and took
place in 2011; only eligible agencies were audited.

Quality Revelation (QR) Phase (2012-2015): This is the phase during which the star ratings
are released to the public.

• February, 2012: The ratings were announced in a public award ceremony.

• June, 2012: A searchable database of the star ratings was released on the SLBFE website.

2.3.3 Ratings Formula

Agencies were awarded a star rating between zero to five stars based on thresholds corre-
sponding to a continuous score (hereafter, the Combined Score) that aggregates the rating
criteria.23 The Combined Score is itself a weighted combination of two constituent scores: the
Quantitative Score and the Qualitative Score. The Quantitative Score uses administrative data
to assess placement quality and its criteria include the volume of recruitment, skill and market
diversification, and the successful resolution of complaints. The Qualitative Score uses data
collected through third-party audits to assess compliance with recommended management
practices such as record-keeping, the maintenance of office premises, and the qualifications
of agency staff (see Appendix A.1 for details on the criteria).

As the third-party audits occurred after the program announcement, agencies were able
to influence their Qualitative Score. However, the government used pre-program data from
2009 to compute the Quantitative Score that was used for the star ratings. To reiterate, in
spite of informing agencies that their star rating would be based on an assessment of their
investments in the rating criteria during the RI-phase, part of the star rating was a function
of data that, unknown to agencies, could not be influenced by their actions.24

In summary, agencies were made aware of their eligibility for the program, the criteria
for the rating, and when they would be released to the public. Agencies are not told the
precise formula which maps the criteria to a star rating, but were told that their rating would
be determined by their quantitative and Qualitative Score during the RI-phase (2010-2012).

23Where c is the Combined Score used by the government to determine star ratings. c =
F(quantitative score, qualitative score) and c is then mapped to a star rating as follows—0 stars: 0 ≤ c ≤ 19.9
, 1 star: 20 ≤ c ≤ 34.9, 2 stars: 35 ≤ c ≤ 49.9, 3 stars: 50 ≤ c ≤ 59.9, 4 stars: 60 ≤ c ≤ 79.9, and 5 stars: c ≥ 80.

24We compute that if the government instead used the 2011 Quantitative Score, 5/77 eligible agencies in our
main sample would receive a different number of stars.
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2.3.4 Distribution of Star Ratings

Based on the eligibility criteria, 306 out of 800 operational agencies were eligible for the
program. Out of these eligible agencies, 34 agencies did not receive a star, 58 agencies received
1 star, 155 agencies received 2 stars, 52 agencies received 3 stars, and 8 agencies received 4

stars. No agency received 5 stars (see Appendix A.6). Consequently, while the star ratings
certainly have a cardinal interpretation—a four star agency is certainly better than a two star
agency—the more salient effect might have been a certification effect (i.e. whether or not they
received a star) particularly for less well-known agencies.

3 Conceptual Framework

3.1 Migration Intermediaries and Information Frictions

Recruitment agencies perform two key functions: (1) they assist migrants and employers
with the transaction costs—e.g. obtaining job order clearances, passports, and visas— and (2)
they screen both employers and migrants in order to produce good matches. Fernando and
Lodermeier (2022) show that agency and employer fixed effects matter five times as much as
country, sector, and time fixed effects in explaining the incidence of migrant abuse in the Gulf
region. Whether an agency obtains job order clearances and visas (i.e. transaction costs) is
easily observable, but the effort an agency invests in screening is not. Screening may involve
an agency scrutinizing an employer’s history of abuse or a migrant’s contractual history.25

After a match is realized, the employer and migrant party to this match may learn about
the screening effort invested by an agency, but other migrants and employers—the market at
large— may not owing to information frictions that restrict the diffusion of this information.

These information frictions may result from agencies working with employers in differ-
ent countries and, likewise, recruiting migrants from different parts of Sri Lanka and thereby
limiting the ability of either party to share and coordinate on this information.26 Consistent
with the presence of such information frictions, we find little evidence of assortative match-
ing between reputable employers—those with low pre-program complaint rates—and high
quality agencies prior to the introduction of the ratings program (see Appendix A.13). Con-
sequently, in the absence of a mechanism that aggregates this information on agency quality
(e.g. a ratings program), investments in screening cannot be contracted upon and agencies
may have little incentive to invest in the quality of their placements.

25For examples of how agencies may invest in screening employers, see Panel A of Appendix B.1.
26In the migrant survey, less than half the respondents surveyed could remember the name of the agency that

recruited them. This is likely because a network of recruiters or ‘sub-agents’ is a migrant’s main point of contact
and effectively obscures an agency’s identity.
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3.2 A Two-Period Bayesian Model of Agency Reputations

We adapt a framework developed by Cabral (2005) and model the strategic interaction be-
tween foreign employers and recruitment agencies, when information frictions obscure an
agency’s type (adverse selection) and their screening effort (moral hazard). The model has
two periods that mimic the structure of the SLBFE agency ratings program: the first period
is the Reputational Incentives (RI) phase, while the second period is the Quality Revelation
(QR) phase. The key insight of the model is that the credible threat of quality revelation in
the second period can induce agencies to invest in screening and improve placement quality
in the first period.

Agencies invest in placement quality because it positively influences employers’ beliefs
about their type (i.e. their reputation) and raises demand for their services (i.e. job orders) in
the future. The model focuses on agency responses during the RI-phase for two reasons. First,
as the following sections will reveal, our key results arise prior to quality revelation implying
that behavioral responses to the announcement of the program are critical to interpreting our
estimates. Second, agencies are the only actors who can respond to the program during the
RI-phase as the star ratings are yet to be publicly revealed.

3.3 Setup

Assume there are High (H) type and Low (L) type agencies that facilitate matches between
employers and migrant workers in each period in order to fulfill a job order (i.e. recruit a
fixed number of workers). Agencies differ in their ability to produce ‘good’ matches, which
we define as those where a contract is not prematurely terminated by either party. Further
assume that H-type agencies always produce good matches (or placements) but the placement
quality of L-type agencies is a function of their screening effort: e.

Screening an employer influences the placement quality of all migrants recruited under
the job order. We, therefore, assume an agency’s screening effort affects placement quality
for the entire job order. This placement quality can either be ‘good’ with probability p(e) or
’bad’ with probability 1-p(e), where p(e) is concave in effort. Screening improves placement
quality, but is costly: c(e) is the cost of effort, which is convex and increasing in e.27

The market consists of many risk-neutral foreign employers, who live for one period
and would like to enlist the services of agencies to recruit migrant workers.28 In particu-
lar, employers would like to offer a job order to agencies with good placement quality, but
avoid agencies with bad placement quality because migrant turnover is costly.29 However,
employers can’t contract on an agency’s type (H or L) or their effort (e) since this is private
information. Instead, employers know the share of H-type agencies in the market θ, where
θ < 1, and this informs their first period prior on the likelihood of good placement quality

27Specifically, we assume c(0) = 0, c′(0) = 0, c′′(e) > 0, p(0) = 0, and p′′(e) < 0.
28We make this assumption in order to make the model tractable. While repeated interactions would allow a

specific employer to learn about an agency’s type, other employers would not benefit from this information.
29For example, an employer may invest in a migrant’s firm-specific human capital which is lost if a migrant

decides to quit their job.
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and, consequently, the expected number of job orders (q) offered to an agency.

In each period, an L-type observes the demand (q) for its services from foreign em-
ployers and then recruits migrants in order to fulfill these job orders. In both periods, the
L-type agency must decide whether to invest effort (e) in screening to increase placement
quality. However, as the game ends after two periods, L-type agencies will never invest effort
to screen in the second period—rational employers realize this and would, therefore, like to
avoid contracting the services of L-type agencies in the second period. Whether or not L-type
agencies invest effort in the first period is the key decision our model explores under two in-
formation environments: (1) where employers can’t learn about first period placement quality
because of information frictions, and (2) when first period placement quality is revealed in
the second period. The equilibrium concept we use is a perfect Bayesian equilibrium, where
the choice of first period effort by an L-type is a mutual best response given employers beliefs
about their effort.

3.4 Equilibrium without the Ratings Program

In the presence of information frictions, first period placement quality is not revealed to the
market. Consequently, an L-type agency will not invest effort (e) in the first period because
it will not influence employers beliefs about their type nor second period demand. Employ-
ers realize this and offer an agency a level of demand (q̄) equal to the probability of good
placement quality, Pr(G):

q̄ = Pr(G) = Pr(G|H)Pr(H) + Pr(G|L)Pr(L) = θ + (1 − θ)p(e) (1)

Where Pr(G|.) is the conditional probability of good placement quality given an agency-
type and p(e) is the probability of good placement quality for an L-type. Since there is no
mechanism to reveal first period placement quality, employer beliefs about good placement
quality are unchanged in the second period. Consequently, employers offer an identical
number of job orders (q̄) in each period and equilibrium first period screening e∗ = 0.

3.5 Equilibrium with the Ratings Program

Now, the regulator commits to publicly revealing an agency’s first period placement quality
in the second period. Moreover, agencies are informed about this credible threat in the first
period, as in the RI-phase of the ratings program. To derive the equilibrium under this
information environment, we begin by assuming that ē represents employers beliefs about
an L-type agency’s first period effort. Consequently, an employer would offer q1 job orders
in the first period, where q1 = θ + (1 − θ)p(ē). In the second period, however, employers
observe first period placement quality and update their beliefs using Bayes’ rule, where θ is
the proportion of H-types. :
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Pr(H|G) =
Pr(G|H)Pr(H)

Pr(G)
=

θ

θ + (1 − θ)p(ē)
(2)

As noted previously, an L-type agency will not exert effort in the second period, since it is
the last period of the game. In the second period, employers condition job orders on revealed
first period placement quality. Since H-type agencies never shirk on effort, employers would
like to offer them a job order in the second period. If an employer observes bad placement
quality [1-p(e)], the agency is revealed as an L-type and does not receive a job order. From an
L-type agency’s perspective, conditional on employers observing good match quality (p(e))
they believe this agency to be a H-type with Pr(H|G) as in equation 2. Where q1 is the fixed
level of first period employer demand we noted in the beginning, an L-type agency’s expected
payoff is:

π = q1 + 1 ∗ p(e) ∗ Pr(H|G) + 0 ∗ [1 − p(e)]− c(e) = q1 + p(e)Pr(H|G)− c(e) (3)

As such, an L-type agency picks first period screening effort, e, so as to equate its marginal
benefit (increased second period demand) with its marginal cost, c′(e), yielding the following
first order condition:

[
θ

θ + (1 − θ)p(ē)

]
=

c′(e)
p′(e)

(4)

Given the assumptions on c(e) and p(e), the LHS of equation 4 is decreasing in ē while the
RHS is increasing in e. Consequently, there is a unique interior solution e∗ = ē such that
an L-type agency’s first period screening effort (e) is set equal to employers beliefs about its
effort (ē).

3.6 Discussion

3.6.1 Mapping Theory to Empirical Results

Our framework demonstrates how easing information frictions can encourage L-type agen-
cies to prospectively invest in placement quality to increase future employer demand. In the
empirical results that follow, we find that agencies—especially, low quality agencies—likewise
improve placement quality in the RI-phase. Moreover, we also find that agencies with higher
ratings receive more job orders suggesting that there is a payoff to investing in their reputation
(see section 6.4.2).

To simplify the model, we assume employers are homogeneous and agencies observe a
level of demand and then decide whether to invest in screening. However, as we discuss in
Section 2.2.3, foreign employers are characterized by a dual market with less abusive Good
Employers also offering higher salaries and more amenities than more abusive Bad Employ-
ers. This suggests that an important dimension of screening is the type of employer at which a
migrant is placed. An agency can improve placement quality by avoiding job orders from Bad
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Employers or by filling fewer vacancies on an open job order (i.e. one with unfilled vacancies)
from a previously known bad employer. Conversely, they can improve placement quality by
increasing the number of migrants they recruit for open job orders from Good Employers,
reach out to previously known Good Employers and solicit their business, or increase the
likelihood of accepting a new job order from an employer they have screened and believe to
be good.

3.6.2 Employer and Migrant Responses

Migrants are assumed to play a passive role as we believe their access to the ratings was
extremely limited (see section 6.4.3 for further discussion).30 We do not model employer
responses here because our main empirical strategy allows us to identify agency responses
and we do not observe commissions paid by employers to agencies. We note, however, that
Good and Bad Employers may value screening differently. In particular, if Good Employers
are more likely to provide amenities and invest in training their workers, they may also be
especially wary of turnover. Consequently, if they view agency ratings as a credible signal of
screening effort, they will be especially responsive to them.

Conversely, Bad Employers may care little about screening if they intend to renege on
contractual obligations and expect high turnover. These employers may prefer agencies with
lower ratings or agencies that were ineligible for the program. We think the former is unlikely,
because most agencies that were eligible for the program received a star and therefore their
cardinal interpretation is dominated by the ’certification’ effect of whether or not they have
a star; Section 8.2 discusses empirical evidence in support of this view. We also think it
is unlikely that Bad Employers selected unrated agencies in response to quality revelation;
their demand is likely more elastic and they could switch to recruiting migrants from other
countries—nevertheless we explore the possibility of such spillovers in section 7.1.

4 Data

We employ data from four sources in our analysis: (1) publicly available data on the agency
ratings program, (2) administrative data from the SLBFE covering the period 2005-2015, (3) a
detailed survey of 100 recruitment agencies conducted in 2019, and (4) a detailed survey of
246 migrants conducted in 2009:

Administrative Data: The primary data we use are administrative data collected by the SLBFE
on the universe of foreign job orders, local agencies, and migrants. We are able to match
these data to each other and to the agency ratings data. That is, for every migrant departure
through a local recruitment agency, we are able to link the migrant worker to the local agency

30The ratings were primarily made available on the SLBFE website and in the migrant survey we conducted,
just 3% of surveyed migrants say they used the internet to learn about an agency; this is perhaps unsurprising
given that just 12.1% of the Sri Lankan population had access to the internet in 2015—the final year of our dataset
(Bank, 2021).
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they used and to the specific job order under which they were recruited. The specific data we
observe are as follows:

• Foreign Job Orders: We observe all job orders that are initiated by an employer and
then approved by the SLBFE (data is missing for 2005 and 2014). These data include
information on the number of workers requested by an employer (i.e. vacancies) and
the salary, and amenities being offered.

• Migrant Trips: We observe the universe of migrant trips through 1510 unique licensed
recruitment agencies (1,543,441 trips, 1,066,825 unique individuals) from Sri Lanka to
foreign destinations. This dataset includes agency identifiers, migrant characteristics
(age, sex, village, and marital status), departure information, the salary paid to migrant
and the sector in which they work.

• Complaints: We observe complaints made by migrants or their family members to a
Sri Lankan consulate. There are 127,238 complaints from 112,000 unique individuals.
Complaints range from breach of contract to sexual harassment (see Section A.2 for the
composition).

Agency Survey: In June 2019, we conducted a survey of 109 recruitment agencies to obtain
a richer understanding of how agencies solicit job orders and recruit migrants and their be-
liefs about the rating program. We used administrative data to sample an even split between
agencies based in Colombo or Kurenegala—the two migration hubs—that recruited above
and below 100 migrants.

Migrant Survey We also surveyed 246 prospective and returned migrants in June 2019 to
understand worker decision-making regarding migration and awareness of the agency rating
program. Our sample is by no means representative, we sampled workers at areas where
they are likely to congregate (e.g. temples, schools) using a ‘right-hand rule’ and snowball
sampling across two major migrant-sending cities: Colombo and Kurunegala.

5 Empirical Strategy

5.1 Identifying Variation

As agencies were informed in early 2010 about the program, their eligibility is retrospective
in that it depends on the number of migrants an agency recruited in 2009. Consequently,
agencies can neither select into the program, nor select out of it since they cannot refuse a
rating per the program rules. As such, a natural counterfactual are the set of agencies that
have been licensed for at least a year but recruited fewer than 100 migrants in 2009. At first
glance, the eligibility threshold may suggest the appropriateness of a regression discontinuity
design. However, a key concern is whether agencies that were narrowly eligible or ineligible
were on different trends.
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Our ideal counterfactual would be the set of agencies who, on average, follow similar
trends in recruitment but recruited fewer migrants in 2009 due to the stochastic nature of
recruitment. A difference-in-difference design allows us to transparently assess pre-trends for
our outcomes of interest and control for theoretically important sources of agency-specific,
time-varying heterogeneity. In addition, given multiple phases of the program, the event
study graphs also allow us to assess when program effects occur—a key issue for interpreting
our empirical results as we discuss in the conceptual framework in Section 3.

To pick a non-arbitrary set of eligible and comparison agencies located about the 100

migrant threshold, we use an algorithm developed to conduct balance tests on pre-treatment
variables by Calonico et al. (2014). In short, the algorithm conducts balance tests for pre-
specified pre-treatment characteristics using a progressively larger window across the thresh-
old until the test statistic suggests an imbalance.31 We specified variables intended to capture
the extent and diversity of agency operations—migrant recruitment, job orders, and com-
plaint intensity between 2005-2008— and find that the optimal sample contains agencies who
recruited between 45 and 155 migrants in 2009. We explore the robustness of our results to
the use of alternative samples in Section 7.3.

This sample restriction yields 207 agencies—32% of all active agencies—and Figure 2

plots average migrant recruitment by eligibility status for 6 quarters preceding the introduc-
tion of the program. As Figure 2 makes clear, recruitment is highly stochastic. The scatter plot
for eligible (red) and comparison (blue) agencies overlap considerably lending credence to the
assumption that our identifying variation results from the stochastic nature of recruitment.
To wit, had the government instead used the 2008 migrant recruitment total to determine
eligibility for the program, 35% of our eligible agencies would have been ineligible and, con-
versely, 26% of our comparison agencies would have been eligible.

5.2 Difference-in-Differences Specification

For agency i in month-year t, our main specification is:

Yit =δt + αi + β1Elig ∗ 1[2010 ≤ t < 2012]it + β2Elig ∗ 1[t ≥ 2012]it + τXit + ϵit (5)

In the specification above, δt are month-year fixed effects, αi is an agency fixed effect,
Elig is an indicator variable for an eligible agency, 1[2010 ≤ t < 2012] is an indicator variable
for the period between January 2010 and May 2012, 1[t ≥ 2012] is an indicator variable for
the period after (and including) June, 2012, and τXit are two sets of time varying controls:
the interaction of month-year fixed effects with average migrant recruitment between 2005-08,
and the interaction of month-year fixed effects with the average Quantitative Score between

31Specifically, the test constructs a sequence of nested windows around our 100-migrant eligibility cutoff into
the program; we specify a minimum window of 20 migrants to ensure a large enough sample for inference. The
algorithm successively increases the window size by 2.5 migrants, conducts binomial tests for our running variable
and balance tests for our given covariates. The algorithm then chooses the largest window around the cutoff such
that the p-value of the balance test is larger than a pre-specified level for all nested (smaller) windows, ensuring
these nested windows also cannot reject the null. The p-values are calculated using randomization inference.
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2005-08.32 We cluster standard errors at the agency level. Under the assumption of parallel
trends, β1 is the causal effect of the program during the Reputational Incentives phase, i.e.
the period preceding the public release of the star ratings, while β2 is the casual effect of the
program in the period after the Quality Revelation phase, which includes the effects of the
RI-phase that precedes it.

Next, we estimate how the program effect varies by (pre-program) agency quality—the
key source of differential agency response in our conceptual framework. Ideally, we would
compare an eligible agency to an ineligible one of comparable quality that would have re-
ceived a similar rating had they been eligible. To approximate this ideal, we compute a
Predicted Rating for all agencies, using the fact that an eligible agency’s 2012 star rating is
partly determined by the pre-treatment (i.e. 2009) value of their Quantitative Score, which we
are also able to construct for the comparison group (see Appendix A.10).33

The Predicted Rating varies considerably within each group of agencies (see Appendix
A.7), allowing us to assess whether the effects of the program vary by pre-program agency
quality. To do so, we interact equation (5) with an indicator variable for whether an agency
has an above (High) or below (Low) median Predicted Rating.

Yit = δt + αi + γ1High ∗ Postit + β1High ∗ Elig ∗ Postit+

β2Low ∗ Elig ∗ Postit + τXit + ϵit
(6)

The terms are as defined above, however, Postit refers to month-year observations after
the introduction of the program. The High ∗ Postit term captures the trend for pre-program
high quality agencies in the comparison group.34 In the model above, β1 is the causal effect
of the program for pre-program high quality agencies, while β2 is the analogous effect for
pre-program low quality agencies. We note that since eligible agencies are compared to
comparison agencies of the same quality, our estimates cannot be driven by mean reversion
(see Section 7.2). Finally, we estimate equation (6) for each program phase, to understand
how agencies of varying quality respond to the program in each phase.

32Even armed with a set of comparable agencies, we are concerned that agencies of varying size and quality
may be subject to different shocks. As such, our main empirical specification allows for trends that vary with
average pre-program (2005-08) migrant recruitment and the analogous average pre-program Quantitative Score,
which we use as a proxy of agency quality: see Appendix A.10 for details of how the average Quantitative Score
is computed. We show in Appendix C.7 that our results are robust to excluding these trend controls; however,
given that eligible agencies, on average, recruit more than comparison agencies we believe this is an important
control to include.

33We regress an eligible agency’s Combined Score—the continuous value that determines star ratings—on their
2009 Quantitative Score. We then use the estimated coefficients to construct a predicted value for the Combined
Score for the comparison group which we call a Predicted Rating. The Quantitative Score in 2009 is highly
predictive of an agency’s Combined Score, with a t-stat of 15.05.

34When we estimate heterogeneous effects by agency quality, we omit the interaction between month-year
fixed effects and the average Quantitative Score between 2005-08. This is both because the model already allows
for differential trends by quality and so as to avoid issues with collinearity.
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5.2.1 Parallel Trends

Our identifying assumption is that eligible agencies and comparison agencies would have
followed a parallel trend in the absence of the program. To assess the plausibility of this
assumption, we first plot the raw quarterly average of migrants recruited by eligible agencies
and comparison agencies (Panel A in Appendix B.5) and see that the trends track each other
closely prior to the introduction of the program (vertical blue line). Analogous charts plotting
job orders (Panel B) and the complaint rate35 (Panel C) yield a similar conclusion.

To investigate pre-trends more formally, we test whether we can reject that the lagged
effects for a series of outcomes are jointly zero. In Appendix C.1 we find across eight key
outcomes that we can’t reject the joint null for the lagged effects with p-values ranging from
0.38 to 0.93—we provide plots of these lagged effects in Appendix C.2. Moreover, we also
report analogous F-tests for the sample of low and high quality agencies for each outcome
and we are invariably unable to reject the null; an exception is the test for Good Orders (i.e.
job orders from employers with below median pre-program complaint rates) with low quality
agencies. As Roth (2022) discusses, owing to power concerns and variation in outcomes, fail-
ure to reject the joint null need not preclude pretends nor would rejecting the null necessarily
imply a violation of the assumption. A strength of our design that reduces concerns about
power is that the F-tests we report are based on at least 15 lagged periods.

5.3 Summary Statistics

Table 1 provides descriptive statistics for our sample at the agency-month-year level using
data from 2005 to 2015. The average firm in our sample recruits 8.23 migrants per month. A
majority of these migrants are female, engage in domestic work, and nearly a quarter sought
work in Saudi Arabi: the most common destination for Sri Lankan migrants. The median
salary for a migrant worker during this period is $178 (2015 US dollars); see Section A.12 for
how salaries vary by major job categories. In terms of demand from foreign employers, an
agency receives 0.48 job orders per month, each of which has 72 vacancies on average. We
note here that the job order data is missing for 2005 and 2014, so estimates that use this data
will have a different sample size. Over our 10-year sample period, we find that on average 8%
of migrants placed by an agency made a formal complaint to a consulate. In Appendix A.2,
we categorize these complaints: non-receipt of wages (17%), breach of employment contract
(13%), and harassment (11%). Agencies resolve 88% of complaints filed, taking 4.6 months on
average to reach a resolution.

6 Results

In this section, we report difference-in-difference estimates of the program. We first assess
whether eligible agencies invested in the rating criteria and then estimate how the program

35The complaint rate is the number of complaints divided by the number of migrants recruited.
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influenced the extent of agency operations (Table 2). Finally, we estimate the effects of the
program on placement quality, towards understanding the mechanisms underlying the prior
extensive margin effects (Table 3).

6.1 Investment in Rating Criteria

To investigate whether agencies responded to the rating criteria, we construct a contempora-
neous monthly version of the Quantitative Score that captures investment in a subset of the
rating criteria that we observe for both eligible and comparison agencies (see Section 2.3.3).
To recap, the Quantitative Score is a function of a number of criteria including the number
of migrants recruited, the skill-level of jobs, and the complaint solve rate (see Appendix A.10

for details of all criteria and how we constructed this measure).

In Panel A of Table 2, we find that eligible agencies, on average, have a higher monthly
Quantitative Score during the RI-phase (i.e. the coefficient on Elig ∗ [2010− 12]), but this esti-
mate is somewhat imprecise (t-stat = 1.64). However, in Panel B, we find that pre-program low
quality agencies (i.e. below median Predicted Rating), are significantly more likely to invest
in the rating criteria: their Quantitative Score increases by 0.66 points, which represents an in-
crease of 11% relative to the pre-program comparison mean. In Panel C, we estimate program
effects by agency quality and program phase and find that the increase in the Quantitative
Score for low quality agencies (largely) occurs during the RI-phase.

In examining the components of the Quantitative Score, we do not find that any spe-
cific criterion drives the observed increase in the Quantitative Score during the RI-phase (See
Panel A of Appendix B.6). While low quality agencies are more likely to send skilled mi-
grants abroad (Panel B), this effect arises after the RI-phase—suggesting it may be driven by
employers and/or migrants responding to the ratings—and, therefore, cannot explain the
higher monthly Quantitative Score during the RI-phase. One interpretation of these results
is that in contrast to examining the effects on a specific criterion, the monthly Quantitative
Score yields a more powerful test of investments in the rating criteria. This is because the
monthly Quantitative Score combines the criteria and weights them in a way that reflects the
government’s priorities.

In sum, our results suggest low quality eligible agencies invest in the rating criteria
announced by the government during the RI-phase, consistent with the theoretical prediction
for L-type agencies in Section 3. We next consider the consequences of this investment for the
extent of agency operations.

6.2 Market Outcomes

In column 2 of Table 2, we find that the program did not significantly affect migrant recruit-
ment by eligible agencies on average (Panel A), nor by pre-program agency quality (Panels
B & C); we note, however, that the estimates are generally positive. In column 3, we see that
job orders for eligible agencies—a measure of demand from foreign employers—increase by
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31% during the RI-phase. After quality revelation, job orders for eligible agencies are 42%
higher relative to the pre-program comparison mean. As with investments in the rating cri-
teria examined in the prior section, we again find that the effect on job orders is driven by
low quality agencies. Job orders for these agencies increase by 65% relative to the comparison
mean. Panels A and D of Figure 3 use event study plots to demonstrate these effects graph-
ically and, additionally, show the absence of pre-trends which is considered in further detail
in Panel D of Appendix C.2.

Importantly, agencies are not passive recipients of job orders. While employers initiate
job orders, they may do so as a consequence of finding an agency suited to their needs or
because an agency has reached out to them to secure their business. Consistent with agencies
taking proactive steps to secure job orders, in Panel C we find that the increase in job orders
for low quality agencies begins prior to the QR-phase and persists thereafter. These point
estimates are also consistent with the event study graph in Panel D of Figure 3, where the
increase in job orders begins immediately after the government announces the rating criteria
(right of the vertical blue line). These actions are necessarily a consequence of eligible agency
responses, because prior to the the release of the star ratings, employers and migrants do
not have any new information to respond to and are likely unaware of the program and
(certainly) the rating criteria.36

In column 4 of Table 2, we estimate whether the program influenced the survival of
eligible agencies in the market. To do so, we construct an ‘Agency Exit’ variable that records
whether an agency had 12 consecutive months of zero migrant recruitment.37 We see that
even prior to quality revelation, eligible agencies are 44% less likely to exit the market.38 The
estimated effect is even higher for pre-program low quality agencies, who are 75% less likely
to exit the market relative to similar comparison agencies; low quality agencies are both less
likely to exit prior to quality revelation and after it (column 4, Panel C). In contrast, we do
not find that the program affects the likelihood of high quality agencies exiting the market.

The agency exit effects in the QR-phase are consistent with the theoretical predictions of
the model in Section 3. We show that L-type agencies invest in the rating criteria so as to
secure more job orders once quality is revealed. Though we lack cashflow data that would
permit a thorough analysis, the increase in job orders for low quality eligible agencies during
the QR-phase (column 3, Panel C), likely increases their revenues and likelihood of exit.

However, low quality eligible agencies are also less likely to exit before the star ratings are
revealed. This immediate payoff may instead result from agencies investing in the qualitative
score that captures compliance with recommended management practices (see Section 2.3.3);
de Oliveira (2022) finds a similar result on the effect of management practices on firm survival.
As agencies ineligible for the program were not audited by third-party inspectors, we are

36We note here that the authors were unable to learn about how the rating criteria mapped to the star ratings
even after scrutinizing official SLBFE documents on the program. To learn about the latter, we had extensive
discussions with a bureaucrat who designed the program.

37These results are robust to using a 6 month, 12 month or 24 month definition instead. See Appendix C.3.
38Note, the comparison mean here is post-program as it is undefined in the period prior to the introduction of

the program.
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unable to test this hypothesis with a plausible counterfactual. However, we do find that
having a higher Qualitative Score is correlated with being less likely to exit the market for
low quality eligible agencies (t-stat = -2.69).39

Given that eligible low quality agencies invest in the rating criteria and have more job
orders in both phases of the program, it is perhaps surprising that they do not increase
the number of migrants recruited. One possibility here, is that low quality agencies are
prioritizing the quality of their placements rather than the extent of their operations which
we examine in the following section.

6.3 Placement Quality

In Table 3, we assess whether the program influenced a series of proxies for placement quality.
Importantly, we adjust all outcomes for agency exit and, therefore, our sample sizes are
smaller than in Table 2.40 In column 1, we find that the program increased the average salary
of migrants placed by eligible agencies in both phases of the program, but these estimates
are imprecisely estimated (t-stat ∼ 1.3). Turning our attention to effect heterogeneity by
agency quality (Panel B), we find that pre-program low quality agencies place migrants in
jobs with significantly higher salaries ($20 or 12%). This increase in average salaries is driven
by migrants placed by low quality agencies during the RI-phase (Panel C), consistent with
event study graph in Panel E of Figure 3.

An alternative measure of placement quality is to assess whether migrants placed by
agencies decide to renew their contracts with the same employer, as turnover is an important
proxy of match quality. In column 2, we compute the program effect on ‘Contract Renewal’
which reports the share of migrants placed by an agency who renew their contract with an
employer. While we do not find that the program had an average effect on contract renewal
(Panel A), we find that migrants placed by low quality eligible agencies are significantly
more likely to return to the same employer after the program; the effect size is substantial
and reflects an increase of 15% relative to the pre-program comparison mean (Panel B). Panel
C shows that the contract renewal effect largely arises after quality revelation; this is likely
due to the fact that contracts of migrants placed during the RI-phase would only be renewed
two to three years later (i.e. the standard contract length), during the QR-phase.

In column 3, we turn our attention to the quality of foreign employers at which migrants
were placed.41 We use pre-program information on these employers to identify job orders
originating from less abusive Good Employers (i.e. those with below median pre-program
complaint rates) and find that the program resulted in a 31% increase in such job orders
(Good Orders) for eligible agencies prior to quality revelation. While both high and low

39This regression includes all eligible agencies with below median pre-program agency quality. The regression
clusters at the agency level and includes month-year fixed effects interacted with pre-program recruitment (2005-
08) and average yearly Quantitative Score (2005-08).

40Adjusting the previously reported estimated effects on rating criteria, job orders, and migrant recruitment
for exit reduces their precision but does not change our qualitative findings (see Appendix C.6).

41Our data do not allow us to distinguish between an individual employer (e.g. a home) and a foreign recruit-
ment agency that places domestic workers in households; we refer to both of these groups as foreign employers.
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quality eligible agencies have significantly more Good Orders (Panel B), the increase in Good
Orders for low quality eligible agencies occurs during the RI-phase, but after it for their high
quality counterparts (Panel C).

Finally, we use an index of contract quality that aggregates the provision of contractual
amenities such as health insurance, accommodation, and return airfare to assess the quality of
placements. We find that the program increases contract quality by 0.17 standard deviations
for low quality agencies (Panel B) and this increase occurs during the RI-phase (Panel C) as
demonstrated graphically in Panel F of Figure 3.42

An alternative way to assess placement quality is to estimate the effect of the program
on the complaint rate. In Appendix C.5, we do not find that the program influenced the
complaint rate in either phase of the program or by agency quality. Our design is likely under-
powered to detect changes in the incidence of complaints owing to considerable variation even
within an employer-agency match owing to idiosyncratic factors.43

Collectively, these results suggest the program induced eligible agencies—and, especially,
pre-program low quality agencies—to improve their placements prior to quality revelation.
We again note that this finding is consistent with predictions of our model for L-type agencies
in Section 3. In the model, the mechanism by which L-type agencies improve placement
quality is by screening employers. In the following section, we assess the evidence in support
of this mechanism.

6.4 Discussion

6.4.1 Agency Screening during the Reputational Incentives Phase

Why doesn’t the increase in job orders for eligible agencies result in additional migrant re-
cruitment? Job orders contain multiple vacancies, many of which may remain unfilled over
time. Consequently, additional job orders need not imply an expansion in migrant recruit-
ment. An agency intent on prioritizing placement quality may restrict the quantity of mi-
grants placed by selectively filling vacancies for job orders from more reputable employers.

Figure 4 provides a visualization of how matches between agencies and Good Employ-
ers—those who have a below median pre-program complaint intensity—evolve with the in-
troduction of the program. Each panel plots a series of distributions showing the density of
Good Employers matching with agencies of varying quality, as measured by their Combined
Score/2012 agency rating (x-axis). Although we plot all density functions with respect to the
2012 Combined Score, the agency ratings only became public after 2012, i.e. the green density
functions in Panel C. Consequently, the density functions in Panel A and B visualize matches
between Good Employers and agencies in an information environment where the ratings are

42Appendix B.3 computes program effects for each of the constituent variables of the contract quality index.
We again find that low quality agencies drive the results and place migrants at employers who are more likely to
provide them with higher salaries, accommodation, and health insurance.

43Using a migrant-year level dataset, agency x employer fixed effects explain five times as much variation in
whether a migrant makes a complaint as country, sector, and time fixed effects, but they jointly yield an adjusted
r-squared of just 0.25 (Fernando and Lodermeier, 2022).
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yet to be made public.

In Section 3, we argue that information frictions obscure the quality of agencies prior to
quality revelation. The red line in Panel A of Figure 4 supports this assumption by showing
that Good Employers do not systematically match with higher quality agencies prior to the
introduction of the program. However, Panel B shows that the (darker) blue line correspond-
ing to the second year of the RI-phase (i.e. matches in 2011) shifts its mass towards agencies
with a higher SLBFE rating. Two points are of note here: first, the only actors in the market
that can influence this shift are agencies as the star ratings are only revealed in the QR-phase
(i.e. the green density functions). Second, this shift in the mass is driven by agencies who
eventually ended up with more than 50 points on their Combined Score, corresponding to
agencies that received 3 stars or better.

This graphical evidence is consistent with an average increase in Good Orders in column
3 in the period prior to quality revelation for low quality agencies (Panel C of Table 3). In
Appendix B.2, we examine the characteristics of employers linked to job orders. We find
that low quality eligible agencies increase the number of unique employers at which they
place migrants during the RI-phase (column 1). However, these employers were previously
known to the agencies and not new employers with whom the agencies had no prior interaction
(column 2). Consequently, it is within this intensive margin of previously known employers,
that low quality agencies improve the placement quality of the migrants they recruit, resulting
in an increase in the number and share of Good Orders during the RI-phase.44 In contrast,
we do not find evidence suggesting that agencies screened the supply-side (i.e. migrants). In
Appendix B.6 and Appendix B.4, we find no evidence to suggest compositional changes in
the migrants recruited by eligible agencies prior to quality revelation.

Collectively, these results suggest eligible agencies screen job orders to improve place-
ment quality prior to the revelation of the star ratings. In support of the plausibility of this
mechanism, the agency survey shows that approximately half (55) of the 109 agencies sur-
veyed report rejecting a job order in the last year; of those agencies who report rejecting, 52%
cite the reason for rejection as being related to safety concerns related to the reputation of the
employer (see Panel B of Appendix B.1).

6.4.2 Employer Response to the Star Ratings

Foreign employers are the most likely to have access to the star ratings. The manner in
which ratings were made available—through a searchable database on the SLBFE website
(see Appendix A.8)—makes them far more accessible to employers relative to migrants who
largely lack access to the internet. As we discuss in Section 2.2.2, employers are required
to fill out several forms and enter details on the SLBFE’s online information management
system, so they have good reason to access this website. In addition, interviews with consular
officials suggest that foreign missions sometimes provided prospective employers with lists

44In contrast, there is no change in either the share or number of Bad Orders, viz. job orders from employers
with below median pre-program complaint rates.
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of recruitment agencies and their star ratings, though this was not a uniform practice.

In Panel C of Figure 4, we find that in the years after the star ratings are revealed (i.e.
the green lines of varying intensity), there is a noticeable intensification of the likelihood
of a match between a Good Employer and a highly rated agency; Appendix A.15 shows
that we do not find similar evidence that Bad Employers responded to the ratings. To more
rigorously test if employers respond to the star ratings, we use a regression discontinuity
design (RDD) that estimates the effect of an agency receiving a marginal star. In particular, we
use discontinuities in the star-specific cut-offs that map the Combined Score—the continuous
value that combines the Quantitative Score and the Qualitative Score—to a star rating. We
compare agencies just above and below the cut-offs and pool the thresholds to arrive at an
estimate of the causal effect of receiving a marginal star.45.

We report the results in Table 4 and find that an additional star more than doubles
the monthly number of job orders (significant at the 5% level). We interpret this result as
providing evidence of employer response to the star ratings but, in addition, we note this
result also supports the structural assumptions of the conceptual framework in Section 3,
by showing that there is a payoff in terms of demand to investing in a higher rating. In
the following section, we address the possibility that the star rating regression discontinuity
design also capture migrant responses.

6.4.3 Migrant Response to Star Ratings

In theory, migrants may have responded to the star ratings and influenced placement quality.
However, we believe this is unlikely because the primary manner in which the SLBFE chose to
disseminate the ratings was through their website. In 2015 (the final year of our dataset), just
12.1% of the entire Sri Lankan population had access to the internet, making it very unlikely
that prospective migrants had access to the ratings (Bank, 2021). Nevertheless, using the same
RDD discussed in the previous section, we test whether migrants respond to higher ratings.
In Table 4, we find that migrant recruitment (column 2) and the share of domestic workers
(column 3) do not respond to an increase in the star rating of an agency. Migrants who made
complaints prior to the ratings program may be the most sensitive to the ratings, but we find
that agencies with higher ratings are no more likely to recruit such migrants. Finally, when
shown pictures of the awards and an advertisement that included a rating, just 11-14% of
respondents in the migrant survey recognized either (n=240).

45We detail this specification in Appendix B.7. In short, where Treati is an indicator variable that switches on
for the right-hand side of the window, using a uniform kernel with the MSE optimizing bandwidth we report β2
for agency i in month m and year t:

Yimt = δt + β1Combined Scorei + β2Treati + β3Treat ∗ Combined Scorei + ϵimt
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7 Robustness

7.1 Spillover Effects

Agencies are often clustered in the same area in large cities as, by law, they are not allowed to
have multiple physical premises. Panel A of Appendix A.11 shows that many agencies are lo-
cated in two large cities (Colombo and Kurunegala), while Panel B shows clusters of agencies
in Colombo District. The results in the previous sections suggest that eligible agencies se-
cure more job orders and are less likely to exit the market. When we estimate heterogeneous
program effects by (pre-program) local market competition, we find even more pronounced
effects for eligible agencies in competitive markets (see Appendix B.8). Consequently, these
program effects may result from eligible agencies poaching the job orders and/or supply of
migrants available to comparison agencies. To test this hypothesis, in Table 5, we estimate
whether the presence of an eligible agency in a 100 foot radius of a comparison agency influ-
ences outcomes. The specification includes a fixed effect of the local market interacted with
year fixed effects and, in addition, we cluster standard errors at the local market level.46

We find that the presence of an eligible agency results in a significant increase in migrant
recruitment (column 1) for comparison agencies and also increases their job orders though
this estimate is (marginally) imprecise (t-stat = 1.64). We also do not find that comparison
agencies in close proximity to eligible agencies are more likely to exit the market or less
likely to obtain job orders from Good Employers. These results suggest that the positive
market outcomes that eligible agencies experience as a consequence of the program do not
come at the expense of comparison agencies. If anything, the positive spillovers—perhaps
owing to high fixed costs in securing new job orders which are then shared with neighboring
agencies—on migrant recruitment and job orders suggest that we are underestimating the
effects of the program.

7.2 Agency Quality & Mean Reversion

Measurement error in our classification of pre-program agency quality may imply that the
heterogeneous effects we report reflect mean reversion rather than treatment effects. For
example, it is not that the program improves outcomes for low quality agencies, but that
these were simply high quality agencies that were improperly classified and who then trended
back to their mean. The key argument against mean reversion is that high and low quality
eligible agencies are always being compared to high and low quality comparison agencies (see
Appendix A.7). As such, any measurement error would apply similarly to both eligible and
comparison agencies and the heterogeneous treatment effects we report, therefore, capture
the differential effect net of any measurement error. We discuss this point in more detail in
Appendix C.8. In addition, we assess the robustness of our main results to two alternative

46We consider the 78 Divisional Secretariats that we observe in our data—the administrative unit below a
district—as roughly corresponding to a local market. Roughly 40% of the 78 Divisional Secretariats do not have
any eligible agencies. As such, the effects are likely being estimated off the set of local markets with variation in
eligibility status where agencies are clustered as in Panel B of Appendix A.11.
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measures of pre-program agency quality: the Quantitative Score for 2009 and the average
Quantitative Score for 2007-09). Overall, across all three measures of agency quality our
estimates have a similar magnitude albeit with varying precision in the case of Good Orders
and contract quality (see Appendix C.8).

7.3 Sample Restrictions

For our main difference-in-difference specification, the algorithm we used led us to restrict
our sample to agencies that recruited between 45-155 migrants in 2009. We chose this method
of selecting the agencies both so to pick agencies that were comparable across their eligibility
status and so as to ‘tie our hands’ as to the specific interval about 100 chosen to restrict the
sample. In Appendix C.9, we explore how our estimates vary when comparing the sample
suggested by the algorithm (Panel A), to a sample of agencies that recruited between 25

and 175 migrants in 2009 (Panel B), and then consider all agencies (Panel C). In general, the
estimated effects are qualitatively similar across all three samples but, unsurprisingly, the less
restrictive samples yield substantially more precise estimates.

8 Discussion: Did the Program Improve Market Efficiency?

In the presence of information frictions, adversely selected labor market intermediaries may
exploit their informational advantage to the detriment of both workers and employers (Autor,
2008). A policy that relaxes these frictions may both provide intermediaries with incentives
to improve their match quality and result in the exit of low quality intermediaries from the
market as in Lee (2007). In assessing the effect of the program on market efficiency, we first
focus on the quantity and quality of migrant placements. In particular, we analyze how the
program affects the extensive margin (i.e. the extent of migration) and the intensive margin
(i.e. placement quality) towards combining these effects to assess changes to match surplus.
We then discuss how the program affects the entry and exit of agencies and employers.

8.1 Extent of Migration, Placement Quality, and Match Surplus

Inference about how the program influences the extent of migration is complicated by the
fact that the overall trend in the market is one of steady decline—see Panel A of Appendix
B.5. This decline is in part due to the partial ban on migration discussed in Section 2.2.
However, our estimates suggest that the program may have increased the amount of migrants
recruited by eligible agencies, though these estimates are imprecise. If migrants are scarce, an
increase in recruitment by eligible agencies may come at the expense of comparison agencies.
Yet, when we explore this possibility in section 7.1 we find that comparison agencies located
near to eligible agencies increased the amount of migrants they recruited. Overall, our results
suggest that the program may, in anything, have increased the volume of trade.

Though the effect of the program on the extent of migration is inconclusive, our findings
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suggest the program was successful in improving the intensive margin or placement quality.
The results in Table 3 suggest eligible agencies place migrants with employers that pay higher
salaries, provide more contractual amenities, and are less abusive. Unsurprisingly, this results
in more contract renewals. Moreover, we do not find evidence to suggest that these improve-
ments came at the cost of some migrants. Eligible agencies are not induced by the program
to alter the composition of migrants placed abroad (Table B.4) and, likewise, whether or not a
comparison agency is exposed to competing eligible agency does not change their likelihood
of placing migrants with Good Employers (Table 5).

In assessing the effect of the program on match surplus we must jointly consider how
the program jointly affected both the extensive (extent of migration) and intensive margins
(placement quality). To create a proxy for overall match surplus that combines these margins,
we note again that a consequence of a dual-market characterized by monopsony power is that
less abusive employers also tend to offer higher salaries and more amenities both within and
across industries (see Section 2.2.3). Consequently, a proxy for the match surplus generated
by an agency is sum of the salaries of migrants they have placed (total salaries). In Appendix
C.4, we find that total salaries for eligible agencies increases by 69% prior to the QR-phase
and stays 71% higher thereafter (column 1); the effect is larger for pre-program low quality
agencies (109%) and positive though not significant for high-quality agencies. We also do
not find evidence for negative spillover effects—to the contrary, total salaries are higher for
comparison agencies in close proximity to eligible agencies, though this estimate is imprecise
(t-stat = 1.26).

8.2 Agencies and Employers

Our results suggest the program left migrants better off with both higher quality and, likely,
more placements. We weigh these gains in match surplus against entry and exit for agencies
and employers, respectively. First, we find that eligible agencies are less likely to exit the
market both prior to and after the QR-phase in Panel A of Table 2. Pre-program low quality
eligible agencies drive this result, while their high quality counterparts are unaffected (Panel
B). Even though eligible agencies are less likely to exit the market, this does not appear to
come at the cost of comparison agencies. Whether or not a comparison agency is located
near to an eligible agency does not influence their likelihood of exit (Panel B, column 2 of
Table 5). While the program effects on agency exit are large, this reflects the declining trend
in the market. By 2015, 23% of comparison agencies (both high and low quality) have exited
the market, and this is equal to the percentage of high quality eligible agencies that exit the
market (23%)—in contrast, just 6% of low quality eligible agencies exit the market.

Turning to employers, we first note that we neither observe their exit and entry decisions
nor the commissions they pay agencies. Consequently, our ability to assess the effects of the
program on employers is limited. However, we note that Good Employers are more likely
to match with highly rated agencies after quality revelation (Panel C of Figure 4). While
this result suggests the program may leave them better off, if competition intensifies for the
services of highly rated agencies, they may also have to increase the commissions paid to
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these agencies. In contrast, we think the elasticity of demand for Bad Employers is more
inelastic; these employers likely value match quality less and may recruit non-Sri Lankan
migrants in response to the agency ratings program. In support of this view, we find little
evidence to suggest that Bad Employers responded to quality revelation in Appendix A.15. In
sum, while our results suggest the program benefited migrants and agencies, we are unable
to assess its effects on employers.

9 Conclusion

Labor abuse experienced by international migrants is a phenomenon of great human concern,
yet it is understudied in the economics literature. This, in part, owes to the politically sensitive
nature of the topic and the difficulty of collecting reliable data on migrant outcomes. We
leverage a rich dataset that allows us to link individual migrants to local recruiters, foreign
employers and, ultimately, whether or not they sought assistance from a Sri Lankan consulate
for an employment-related dispute.

In the Quality Revelation phase, our results suggest that the ratings program acts sim-
ilarly to a certification program. Rather than conveying a precise signal of quality, to an
external observer or a prospective employer, agencies that carry any star rating—in contrast
to a mass of agencies who do not—may appear more reputable. However, by inducing eligi-
ble agencies to care about their reputation, the program improved placement quality. Migrant
sending countries typically have limited power to influence labor laws in destination coun-
tries and must usually resort to pre-departure training or banning migration to curb abuses
experienced by their citizens. We show that a ratings system for local intermediaries is an
important addition to the policy toolkit for these countries.

A limitation of the program, however, is that it does not influence the incidence of em-
ployer abuse so much as the burden on whom it falls. While placement quality for Sri Lankan
migrants improves, this must come at the expense of non-Sri Lankan migrants placed at Bad
Employers. In addition to understanding these reallocation effects, our results suggest a num-
ber of directions for further inquiry. Are migrant intermediaries able to extract surplus from
migrants, limiting the benefits of large wage differentials they experience across borders? As
labor intermediaries do not engage in arbitrage, the lack of prices through a supply chain
limits the use of ‘pass-through’ as a way to deduce market structure and estimate surplus
extraction as in (Atkin and Donaldson, 2021). Future work may benefit from imposing struc-
ture on the process of matching so as to estimate how intermediary market power relates to
surplus extraction.
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Figure 1: Program Timeline

Panel A: Program Phases

• Reputational Incentives (RI) Phase (2010-2012):

– January 2010: Program announced to agencies and booklet with grading criteria is
sent through SLBFE management system

– July 2010- May 2011: Third-party inspections

• Quality Revelation (QR) Phase (2012-2015):

– February, 2012: Ratings announced at public ceremony

– June, 2012: Ratings made available on online database

Panel B: Timeline with Potential Effects

After 2010 02-2012

REPUTATIONAL INCENTIVES (RI) QUALITY REVELATION (QR) 

COMPARISON COMPARISON COMPARISON

ELIGIBLE ELIGIBLE ELIGIBLE

INSPECTIONS BY 3RD PARTY 

ANNOUNCEMENT RATINGS RELEASED<----------- 2005-2009 -----------> <----------- 2010-2011 -----------> <----------- 2012-2015 ----------->

Notes: Panel A of Figure 1 shows a simple timeline (time on vertical axis) for the agency
ratings program and lists the potential effects below it (time on horizontal axis). In Panel B,
the timeline with potential effects illustrates the difference-in-difference design. We compare
a set of eligible agencies to comparison agencies below the 100 migrant recruitment
threshold in 2009. After the announcement, the rating criteria (signified by the notebook
icon) are announced to all agencies, and third-party inspections take place shortly thereafter.
The ratings are released to the public in February, 2012. We refer to the period between the
program announcement and the public release of ratings as the ’Reputational Incentives’
phase of the program; in theory all agencies can respond to these criteria but we expect they
are especially binding on eligible agencies. We refer to the period after the public release of
the ratings as the ’Quality Revelation’ period. This period, of course, also includes the effects
of RI. The blue and red shading denotes agencies of varying pre-program quality.
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Figure 2: Quarterly Variation in Recruitment
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Notes: This figure shows quarterly recruitment at the agency level for the period
determining eligibility (four quarters in 2009) and two quarters prior to 2009. Attention is
restricted here to agencies that recruited between 45 and 155 migrants in 2009, where eligible
agencies recruited at least 100 migrants.
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Figure 3: Event Study Graphs
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Notes: These figures show event study graphs for three outcomes: the number of job orders, the average salary of migrants placed and an
index of contract quality. They plot the interaction coefficients—an indicator for an eligible firm interacted with a series of quarterly indicators
for 2008-2015. Panels A-C consider all agencies, while Panels D-F restrict attention to pre-program low quality agencies. The capped dotted
lines are the 95% confidence intervals. In each case the reference is the 6 month period preceding 2010. The blue vertical line is the point just
before the program is announced, the green vertical shows the point just before the ratings are announced to the public. In each case, the
vertical lines are shifted half a quarter to the left, so as not to obscure a point estimate.
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Figure 4: The Distribution of Matches to Good Employers by Agency Quality
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Notes: This figure plots a series of probability density functions that describe which recruitment agencies are matched to ‘Good Employers’:
defined as employers who have a below median pre-program (< 2010) complaint rate. A match here is defined as whether an agency sends a
migrant to a ‘Good Employer’ in a specific year. The domain is the continuous Combined Score/2012 agency rating which is only known to the
public after 2012. Panel A plots the density function for matches occurring prior to the program (red line) and during the first year of the
program (2010), i.e. the Reputational Incentives (RI) phase (the blue line). Panel B adds 2011, the second year of RI. Panel C plots the data for
the remaining years (2012-2015) of the Quality Revelation (QR) period (the green lines).
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Table 1: Agency-Month Level Summary Statistics, 2005-2015

Mean SD Median N
# Migrants 8.23 20.8 4.00 27324

# Female Migrants 4.95 8.8 2.00 27324

# Domestic Worker Migrants 5.02 9.7 2.00 27324

# Migrants to Saudi Arabia 1.81 8.0 0.00 27324

Salary (USD), 2015 dollars 178.80 118.4 176.92 23777

# Job Orders 0.48 0.9 0.00 22356

# Vacancies 68.30 177.2 0.00 22356

# Complaints 0.66 1.6 0.00 27324

Complaint rate 0.08 0.1 0.00 19659

Complaint solved rate 0.88 0.3 1.00 6765

Complaint solved time 4.62 5.1 3.00 6765

Notes: This table reports summary statistics at the agency-month level.
Salaries are converted to 2015 US dollars. Job Orders are the number
of orders that an agency received in a specific month from employers
abroad (i.e. demand), while vacancies reports the average number of
vacant positions contained in a job order. Note, data for 2005 and 2014

is missing for the job order data. Complaints reports the number of
complaints made to Sri Lankan consulates by migrants who were placed
by agencies in the relevant month. The complaint rate measures the
average number of complaints by migrants placed by an agency in a
given month conditional on the agency placing non-zero migrants. The
complaint solved rate and time further condition on the set of agencies
who had non-zero complaints in a given month.
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Table 2: Investment in Rating Criteria and Market Outcomes

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Quant Score Migrants Job Orders Agency Exit

Panel A: Effects by Program Phase

Elig*2010-12 0.3426 0.1991 0.1067* -0.0701***
(0.209) (1.585) (0.062) (0.026)

Elig*2012-15 0.2537 3.3784 0.1451* -0.0826*
(0.195) (3.266) (0.078) (0.044)

Panel B: Effects by Agency Quality

Elig*High*Post-2010 -0.3422 2.1827 -0.0105 0.0067

(0.265) (5.407) (0.114) (0.074)

Elig*Low*Post-2010 0.6574*** 1.8596 0.2204*** -0.1256***
(0.200) (2.093) (0.083) (0.039)

Panel C: Effects by Agency Quality and Program Phase

Elig*High*2010-12 -0.0722 -4.4285 -0.0620 -0.0234

(0.346) (3.392) (0.098) (0.053)

Elig*High*2012-15 0.3984 5.9194 0.0288 0.0237

(0.335) (7.754) (0.145) (0.093)

Elig*Low*2010-12 0.6715*** 2.3932 0.2151*** -0.0923***
(0.240) (2.009) (0.078) (0.031)

Elig*Low*2012-15 0.3577* 1.5580 0.2243** -0.1444***
(0.212) (2.224) (0.094) (0.046)

N 27324 27324 22356 27324

Comparison Mean 5.80 7.61 0.34 0.16

Notes: This table reports difference-in-difference estimates on the overall effects of
the program. Job order data for 2005 and 2014 are missing (i.e. column 3). ‘Com-
parison Mean’ reports the pre-program (2005-2009) mean of the dependent vari-
able for the comparison group. Panel A compares eligible agencies to comparison
agencies during the period where agencies were exposed to Reputational Incentives
(2010-2012) and the period after Quality Revelation (2012-2015). Panel B computes
heterogeneous effects by pre-program agency quality; ‘High’ denotes above median
pre-program quality, while ‘Low’ is below median pre-program quality, where qual-
ity is based on the ‘Predicted Rating’ variable (See Appendix A.10 for details). Panel
C reports effects by program phase and by pre-program agency quality. In column
1, ’Quant Score’ summarizes an agency’s investment in the rating criteria introduced
by the government (See Appendix A.10). In column 2, ‘Migrants’ reports the total
number of migrants recruited by an agency in a given month. ‘Job Orders’ are the
number of orders that an agency received in a specific month from employers abroad
(i.e. demand). ‘Agency Exit’ is a proxy for an agency closing down. It is coded as
an indicator variable that switches on at the beginning of a 12 month sequence of
zero recruitment after the program was introduced. All specifications cluster at the
agency level and include agency fixed effects. Panels B & C contain month-year fixed
effects interacted with average migrant recruitment (2005-08). Panel A contains the
same controls as Panel B and month-year fixed effects interacted with the average
yearly Quantitative Score (2005-08).
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Table 3: Placement Quality

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Avg. Salary (USD) Contract Renewal Good Orders Contract Quality

Panel A: Effects by Program Phase

Elig*2010-12 11.4884 0.0093 0.0526** 0.0499

(8.858) (0.011) (0.025) (0.069)

Elig*2012-15 13.4147 0.0138 0.0351 0.0684

(10.329) (0.011) (0.025) (0.087)

Panel B: Effects by Agency Quality

Elig*High*Post-2010 8.7314 0.0007 0.0764* -0.0629

(19.051) (0.013) (0.045) (0.151)

Elig*Low*Post-2010 19.7544** 0.0232** 0.0498** 0.1669**
(9.570) (0.011) (0.025) (0.078)

Panel C: Effects by Agency Quality and Program Phase

Elig*High*2010-12 -5.6466 0.0086 0.0614 -0.1401

(18.393) (0.024) (0.044) (0.133)

Elig*High*2012-15 18.9260 -0.0006 0.0900* 0.0090

(22.908) (0.014) (0.052) (0.194)

Elig*Low*2010-12 24.9239*** 0.0131 0.0678** 0.1905***
(9.123) (0.013) (0.029) (0.073)

Elig*Low*2012-15 16.6415 0.0280** 0.0348 0.1476

(11.781) (0.013) (0.026) (0.099)

N 21865 21865 18365 18365

Comparison Mean 164.90 0.15 0.17 0.31

Notes: Job order data for 2005 and 2014 is missing (column 3 & 4), in addition all outcomes have missing
values if an agency exited the market (i.e. 12 consecutive months of zero migrant recruitment). This table
reports difference-in-difference estimates on placement quality. ‘Comparison Mean’ reports the pre-program
(2005-2009) mean of the dependent variable for the comparison group. Panel A compares eligible agencies to
comparison agencies during the (post-treatment) period preceding Quality Revelation during which agencies
were exposed to Reputational Incentives (2010-2012) and the period after Quality Revelation (2012-2015).
Panel B computes heterogeneous effects by pre-program agency quality; ‘High’ denotes above median pre-
program quality, while ‘Low’ is below median pre-program quality, where quality is based on the ‘Predicted
Rating’ variable (See Appendix A.10 for details). Panel C reports effects by program phase and by pre-
program agency quality. ‘Average salary’ is the average salary of migrants placed by an agency in a given
month in 2015 USD. ‘Contract Renewal’ is the share of migrants placed by an agency who returned to the
same employer on a subsequent contract. ‘Good Orders’ are job orders corresponding to employers with a
below median pre-program complaint rate. ‘Contract Quality’ is a normalized index incorporating whether
or not a job order specifies that health insurance, accommodation, and return airfare are provided as well as
the salary range paid to workers. Index components are weighted by the inverse of the covariance matrix
as in Anderson (2008). All specifications cluster at the agency level and include agency fixed effects. Panels
B & C contain month-year fixed effects interacted with average migrant recruitment (2005-08); Panel A
contains the preceding controls as Panels B and month-year fixed effects interacted with the average yearly
Quantitative Score (2005-08).
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Table 4: The Effect of Receiving a Higher Rating

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Job Orders Migrants Domestic Share Pre-Complaints

Treatment 0.860* 5.065 -0.018 0.113

(0.464) (5.144) (0.108) (0.228)

N 20714 28060 28058 28060

Depvar. Mean 1.50 25.43 0.25 0.56

Notes: This table estimates the effect of receiving an additional star on the govern-
ment’s star rating program using a regression discontinuity design. The sample con-
sists of all agencies eligible for the rating program. Reported estimates pool across the
star specific thresholds (see Appendix B.7 for details), use a uniform kernel, and use
the MSE-optimal bandwidth using the rdrobust package. All specifications include
year fixed effects and standard errors are clustered at the agency-level. Job Orders
are the number of orders that an agency received in a specific month from employers
abroad (i.e. demand). Migrants are the number of migrants placed by an agency in
a given month. Domestic Share is the share of migrants who are domestic workers
placed by the agency in a given month. Pre-Complaints is a count variable for the
number of migrants who made a complaint prior to the program and subsequently
migrated again after the program.
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Table 5: Spillover Effects

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Migrants Agency Exit Job Orders Good Orders

Any Elig*Post-2010 4.2168* 0.0016 0.2418 0.0821

(2.275) (0.059) (0.147) (0.061)

N 16104 16104 13176 10650

Comparison Mean 5.93 0.20 0.32 0.17

Notes: This table estimates spillover effects of the program and restricts attention
to the sample of comparison agencies. ‘Comparison Mean’ reports the pre-program
(2005-2009) mean of the dependent variable for comparison agencies that do not
have an eligible agency within 100 ft. ‘Agency Exit’ is a proxy for an agency closing
down. It is coded as an indicator variable that switches on at the beginning of a 12

month sequence of zero recruitment after the program was introduced. ‘Job Orders’
are the number of orders that an agency received in a specific month from employers
abroad (i.e. demand). Note, data for 2005 and 2014 is missing for the job order data.
‘Good Orders’ are job orders corresponding to employers with a below median pre-
program complaint rate. ‘Any Elig’ is a dummy variable coded as 1 if there is an
eligible agency within 100 ft of a comparison agency. The estimates are clustered
at the local market level and the specification includes agency fixed effects, month-
year fixed effects interacted with average 2005-2008 migrant recruitment, month-year
fixed effects interacted with average Quantitative Score 2005-2008 fixed effects, and
local market x month-year fixed effects.
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Appendix A Program Information and Context

Appendix A.1 Criteria used for Agency Rating Program

A1.1: Quantitative Criteria Used in Rating from SLBFE Data

• Total Numbers of Persons Recruited

• Skill Level of Jobs

– Professional jobs

– Middle-level Employment

– Skilled workers

– Semi-skilled workers

– Unskilled workers

– Domestic Workers

• Recruitment to New Destinations

• Dispute Settlement Rate

• Diversification of Job Market

• Cess payment

A1.2: Qualitative Criteria Used during Audits

• Timely submission of license renewal application

• Timely submission of bank guarantee for license application

• Book A: Register containing details of migrants

• Book B: Register of job offers

• Book C: Register on remittance reimbursed from the Bureau

• Book D: Register containing details of Foreign Employers or Commissions

• Maintaining Receipts

• Register containing details of passports

• Proper Maintenance of Office

– Location of agency

– Display of name boards

– Attractive appearance

• Interior Layout

– Division of office area
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– Process Management

– Good equipment

• Sustainability of business (continuity of operation)

• Outlook of Office Staff

– Uniform

– ID Card

• Implementing Awareness Programs

– Registry of bio-data of employers

– Registry of bio-data of recruits and details of their family background

– Maintenance of a notice board

• Implementing pre-migration awareness programmes which educate them on:

– Destination country

– Company or employer

– Nature of employment

– Material data on country

– Common customs to be followed

– Do away with social stigmas

– Actions to be taken if problems crop up

• Assessment of Human Resources

– Graduate and diploma holders

– A-Level holders

– O-Level holders

• Bonus Points

– Recruiting persons without charging fees

– Sending the employee direct to employer

– License not temporarily discontinued during license year

– Not receiving any letters of warnings over non-addressing of complaints

– Not receiving any other letters of warning issued by the Bureau
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Appendix A.2 Complaint Types

Table 35: Top Complaints 2005-2015

Complaints Percentage of Total Complaints
Non Receipt of Wages 19741 16.62
Breach of Employment Contract 15201 12.80
Harassment 13407 11.29
Sickness 12522 10.54
Others 11775 9.92
Lack of Communication 11322 9.53
Not Sent Back After Completion of Contract Period 9509 8.01
Problem at Employees Home (Sri Lanka) 6207 5.23
No Correspondence to Complaints 3866 3.26
Being Stranded Without Employment 2849 2.40

35

Notes: The table above shows the decomposition of complaints over the span of the dataset
2005-2015.
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Appendix A.3 Example of Complaint Mechanism

Licensee,(((((((((((((((
Shirome(Travels(Pvt(Ltd( 2018.10.30(
(
(
Complaint(no:(CD/058/1806(
Migrant(worker:(W.G.T.(N(Nelum((
Passport(no:N6220824((((((((((((DEPARTURE(DATE:(2016.07.29(
(
The(conciliation(division(received(a(complaint(on(the(2018.06.08(regarding(the(migrant(worker(
mentioned(above.(This(is(regarding(the(complaint(and(the(investigation(on(the(2018.06.20.((
(
It(was(mentioned(in(her(contract(that(her(salary(would(be(1125(SR(but(she(was(actually(paid(
900(SR.(Every(month(she(was(not(paid(225(SR.(Thus(the(total(outstanding(salary(for(24(months(
is((9225x(24)((for(24(months(is(5400(SR.(The(letter(dated(2018.06.20(states(that(the(balance(
salary(should(be(paid(and(make(arrangements(get(her(back(to(Sri(Lanka.(However,(She(came(
back(on(the(2018.(10.(15(but(the(balance(salary(was(not(paid.(((
(
Therefore,(make(sure(that(that(the(balance(salary(of(5400SR(is(paid(before(the(2018.(11.30(and(
handover(the(documents(related(to(that(to(our(office.((We(kindly(inform(you(that(If(you(fail(to(
do(pay(the(balance,(we(will(take(legal(action.((
(
Manager((Conciliation)(
SLBFE(
(
Licensee,(((((((((((((((
Shirome(Travels(Pvt(Ltd( 2018.12.24(
(
(
(
Complaint(no:(CD/058/1806(
Migrant(worker:(W.G.T.(N(Nelum((
Passport(no:N6220824((((((((((((DEPARTURE(DATE:(2016.07.29(
(
The(conciliation(division(received(a(complaint(on(the(2018.06.08(regarding(the(migrant(worker(
mentioned(above.(This(is(regarding(the(complaint(and(the(investigation(on(the(2018.06.20.((
(
An(order(was(given(to(you(to(settle(the(balance(payment(of(the(salary((225x24)(5400(SR.(This(
was(informed(to(you(on2018.06.20(and(2018.10.30.(However,(you(have(failed(to(settle(this(
matter.((
(
Therefore,(we(have(forwarded(your(case(to(the(legal(division(for(legal(action.((
(
Manager((Conciliation)(
SLBFE(
(
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Appendix A.4 Booklet Provided to Agencies

A4.1: Importance of the grading methodology

• To bring all the agencies into a well-recognized standard.

• The objectives are to recognize, encourage and appreciate the agencies maintaining high
standards.

• Establishing an impartial, justifiable and scientific methodology to grade agencies.

• The Act requires SLBFE to guide agencies towards their growth, development and stan-
dardizing their levels.

A4.2: Policies, qualifying/disqualifying and prospects

• Agencies will be qualified for this grading system only if the agency holds a valid
license for at least a year and have sent more than 100 people for employment during
the assessment year.

• There are 11 indicators selected for this grading methodology which are listed out be-
low:

1. (i) The total number of recruitment (ii) Recruitment according to manpower groups
(Professional, middle level, clerks and classical related jobs, skilled labour, semi-
skilled labour, unskilled labour and house maids).

2. Settlement of complaints is assessed in two ways: (i) Settlement rate of the concili-
ation division looks at the annual rate of the resolved complaints by an agency in
that division
(ii) Investigation and complaints settlement rate looks at the annual rate of resolved
complaints in the special investigation division The final rate is calculated by taking
the average of the two divisions.

3. Recruitment to new destination has two categories, (i) Entering into agreements
with new countries (countries that have not received a SL employees through
SLBFE) and should have at least sent one person for employment (ii) Entering
into agreements with new agencies and companies in the countries where SL has
already started business.

4. Ratio difference between the number of vacancies approved and the number of
vacancies fulfilled (the number of people recruited).

5. The payment of cess out the commission they receive from foreign countries for
providing employees

6. Evaluating human recourses- points if employees are granted with employee’s
provident fund (EPF) and points according to the educational qualifications such
as graduate or a diploma holder, A/L and O/L qualified.

7. Prosecution- If complaints are forwarded to legal division as it has not been solved,
law will be enforced. If 10 prosecutions are against an agency, then they will be
disqualified from the grading system.

8. Agencies will receive minus points if there are complaints against agencies lodged
by the migrant worker, relatives, family members, foreign agencies and foreign
employers.
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9. Minus points are given to agencies for receiving the approval of a job order but fail
to provide employment within the valid period of approval.

A4.3: Disqualification: Any agency will not be considered if the following conditions can be
applied:

• If the average complaint ratio is 100%

• Have sent less than 100 people

• If they are punished or warned by a court of law for producing forged documents, re-
cruiting underage people, recruited disabled people and has been prosecuted by SLBFE
for more than 10 court cases.

A4.4: Proposals and Suggestions

1. Updating the records and documents that are maintained at present such as data sheets
of Sri Lankan employees and approved job orders.

2. Records of statutory refunds made by SLBFE, passport details, employers and commis-
sions received.

3. Maintain a log book for government authorized officers to lodge their recommendations.

4. Classifying the letters received from SLBFE according to licensing division, conciliation
division and general letters

5. Provide a valid letter of appointment for everyone serving in the agency, listing out the
duties and mark attendance.

6. Maintain records of migrant workers who have returned before the contract period
expired and sent back to Sri Lanka before the contract period and provide it to SLBFE
which has to be authorised by bureau officers.

7. Make the agency staff thorough with laws, regulations, functions of the agency, the
agency grading methodology and pay them well and on time.

8. Get the staff to be members of EPF, provide them with uniforms, ID cards and train and
educate them on modern technology, the importance of public relations.

9. Submit the application for extending the license and bank guarantee on time.

10. Be vigilant of the authenticity of certificates forwarded by applicants.

11. Maintain a record of the family members of the migrant workers and take maximum
action for the welfare of their family members.

12. Be vigilant of the workers being paid regularly and extend insurance if necessary.

13. Pay attention towards the benefits and salary of the migrant worker as mentioned in
the agreement throughout the contract period and persuade the foreign employer if
necessary.

A4.5: Benefits

Period of Supervision is from 1st of January to 31st of December every year
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1. They will be invited to participate in foreign employment promotion organized by
SLBFE.

2. Issue special identity card for the officer in charge of the agency and provide special
service counters.

3. Their names will be advertised in SLBFE publications.

4. Granting approval to open web page in the SLBFE website.

5. Discussing to provide all the benefits of government, through the Ministry of Foreign
Employment.

6. Standardization of agencies.
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Appendix A.5 Job Order Process

The figure below details a 12-step process from the point at which contact is initiated by a
foreign employer to a consulate to to the final approval for a migrant worker’s departure. In
the first step, the foreign employer creates a job order that describes the number of workers
required, their salary, and their benefits. These benefits include whether an employer
provides food, accommodation, air travel, and/or health insurance. The Foreign Mission will
authenticate the job order and then the local agency will receive the job order. The foreign
employer may send the same job order to up to five local agencies. The local agency must
then complete the paperwork and submit the job order to the SLBFE for a First Approval.

If the job order is approved by the SLBFE, the local agency may advertise in the SLBFE job
bank or through local media. Potential migrants are then interviewed and selected. Selected
individuals must pass a medical examination, a background check by the Sri Lankan police,
and, in some cases, undergo a basic training. The local agency sends prospective worker
information to the foreign employer who then obtains visa clearance for the migrant and the
local agency obtains visa and air tickets. If the prospective migrant clears these
requirements, the job order is sent for final approval to the SLBFE. In the final step, the
SLBFE grants final approval and stamps the migrant worker’s passport.
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Appendix A.6 Distribution of Ratings
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(a) Panel A: All Eligible Agencies
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(b) Panel B: Recruited 100-155 Migrants in 2009

Notes: This figure displays a frequency distribution of the Combined Score that was
calculated for agencies in the agency grading program. The star cutoffs are as follows: 0

stars: 0-19.9, 1 star: 20-34.9, 2 stars: 35-49.9, 3 stars: 50-59.9, 4 stars: 60-79.9, 5 stars: 80-100.
Panel A show the distribution for all eligible agencies while Panel B restricts the sample to
those who recruited between 100 and 155 migrants in 2009.
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Appendix A.7 Histogram of Predicted Rating
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Notes: The figure above plots the Predicted Rating variable for eligible agencies and
comparison agencies.
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Appendix A.8 Agency Rating Online Database

Notes: The image above is a screenshot of the agency rating online database from the SLBFE
website.
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Appendix A.9 Online Advertisements

(a) Panel A (b) Panel B

Notes: The figures above show advertisements placed by agency owners on their websites.
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Appendix A.10 Data Appendix

We describe the main variables used in our analyses below. All variables are measured at the
agency-month level, unless stated otherwise.

Average salary (USD): Mean salary of migrants departing per month, deflated to 2015 US
dollars, winsorized at the 5% level.

Contract renewal: Share of migrants in a given month who renew their contract with the
same employer or self-migrate to the same country and sector in a subsequent trip. We are
able to match migrant trips by the same individual using unique national identifiers
available in our data.

Complaint rate: Fraction of migrants departing in a given month who file a complaint at
anytime. For example, if agency A sent 10 migrants in March 2013 and 3 of these migrants
complain at a later date, the complaint rate for the agency in March 2013 is 0.3.

Solve time for complaints: Average number of months taken to resolve complaints filed in a
given month

Job orders: Number of job orders received by an agency in a month, after approval by the
regulator. We do not have data for years 2005 and 2014.

Good Orders: Number of job orders from foreign employers whose pre-program (prior to
2010) complaint rate is below the median. This value is only generated for employers who
recruit at least 50 migrants during the pre-period (accounting for 93% of all migrants). We
do not have data for years 2005 and 2014.

Migrants: Number of migrants recruited per month, winsorized at the 5% level.

Construction of Agency Quality Measures

We use the formula used by the SLBFE to compute a Quantitative Score. This is computed
both at the yearly level and at the monthly level as we detail below. First, we detail how the
government computes the Quantitative Score:

How the Quantitative Score is Computed:

The Quantitative Score is computed by assigning letter grades to continuous values for 9

assessment variables listed below. For each variable, the value of the variable was converted
into a letter grade (A=5, B=4, C=3, D=2, E=1, Z=0). Letter grades were assigned in the
following way: the range of the variable is divided into 5 equal bins; then letter grades are
assigned based on these bins where the highest-scoring bin receives letter grade “A” and the
lowest receives “Z.” If a score could not be calculated for the criterion, a letter grade “Z” was
assigned. A total score was then calculated by summing the numeric values associated with
all letter grades.

We use this same formula for 9 assessment criteria observed in our administrative data to
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construct a Quantitative Score. These criteria used are:

• Total migrant recruitment

• Professional recruitment

• Middle level and clerical recruitment

• Skilled recruitment

• Semi-skilled recruitment

• Unskilled recruitment

• Female domestic worker recruitment

• Dispute settlement ratio

• Business sustainability (new markets entered into)

Quantitative Score 2005-08 * Month-Year FE: In order to control for differential agency
quality trends, we compute the average yearly Quantitative Score for an agency between
2005 and 2008 and then interact this average with month-year fixed effects.

Quantitative Score 2009: In order to look at heterogeneity by pre-program agency quality,
we instead use the Quantitative Score computed for 2009. Note, this is also the Quantitative
Score used by the government to compute the final rating in 2012.

Predicted Rating: We construct a Predicted Rating using the fact that the government based
the actual 2012 ratings on a Quantitative Score that only uses (pre-program) data from 2009

and third-party audit data collected after the program was introduced. We regress an
(eligible) agency’s actual continuous rating (i.e. their Combined Score) on their 2009

Quantitative Score. The fitted values from this regression are the ‘Predicted Rating’ for
eligible agencies. In addition, we use the estimated coefficient from this regression to
compute a ‘Predicted Rating’ for comparison agencies as well.

Monthly Quantitative Score: In Table 2, for example, we also use a ‘Quant Score’ variable to
summarize investment in the rating criteria. We do so by computing the monthly
Quantitative Score for each agency-month. We use the same formula described above, except
at a month-level, to compute this score.
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Appendix A.11 Agency Locations

Panel A: Agency Locations Across Sri Lanka

Kilometers

0 300

Included DS
Comparison Agency
Eligible Agency
Colombo
Kurunegala

Panel B: Agency Locations Across Colombo District

Kilometers

0 50

Included DS
Comparison Agency
Eligible Agency

Notes: Panel A shows the location of eligible and comparison agencies included in the study
across Sri Lanka. Panel B shows the location of agencies in Colombo District only.
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Appendix A.12 Job Types

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Job Category Median Salary % Full % Study
1. Accountants, Engineers 720 0.36 0.28

2. Drivers, Machine Operators 223 21.06 18.56

3. Sales / Retail 237 1.07 0.83

4. Draughtsmen 297 2.73 3.82

5. Supervisory Labor 274 4.03 7.79

6. Cleaner / General Laborer 175 19.68 22.28

7. Domestic Worker 164 51.08 46.43

Notes: The table above reports the median salary for seven different skill classifications from the SLBFE. Column
3 reports the percentage of these jobs in the full sample while column 4 reports the composition in the restricted
sample used for the study.
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Appendix A.13 Pre-Program Employer to Agency Matches
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Notes: This figure plots two probability density functions that describe the pre-program
matches between recruitment agencies, ‘Good Employers’ and ‘Bad Employers’: defined as
employers who are below or above the median pre-program (< 2010) complaint rate,
respectively. The domain is the continuous Combined Score/2012 agency rating which is
only known to the public after 2012.
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Appendix A.14 Wages and Amenities by Employer Complaint Rates
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(a) Panel A: All Employers
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(b) Panel B: Employers & Agencies Specializing in Domestic
Work

Notes: This figure displays average salaries (2015 USD) and the share of amenities by
pre-program employer complaint rates. The histogram shows the fraction of employers that
fall into each complaint rate bin. Panel A restricts attention to employers who recruited at
least 50 migrants prior to the program, which accounts for 94% of all pre-program
recruitment. Panel B additionally focuses restricts attention to employers (and/or foreign
agencies) for whom at least 75% of recruited migrants were domestic workers.
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Appendix A.15 The Distribution of Matches to Bad Employers by Agency
Quality
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Notes: This figure plots a series of probability density functions that describe which
recruitment agencies are matched to ‘Bad Employers’: defined as employers who have an
above median pre-program (< 2010) complaint rate. A match here is defined as whether an
agency sends a migrant to a ‘Good Employer’ in a specific year. The domain is the
continuous Combined Score/2012 agency rating which is only known to the public after
2012. Panel A plots the density function for matches occurring prior to the program (red
line) and during the first year of the program (2010), i.e. the Reputational Incentives (RI)
phase (the blue line). Panel B adds 2011, the second year of RI. Panel C plots the data for the
remaining years (2012-2015) of the Quality Revelation (QR) period (the green lines).
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Appendix B Additional Results

Appendix B.1 Results from Agency Survey

Panel A: Learning about Employer Reputation

(1) (2) (3)
Source N Percent

Check if Blacklisted 83 76%

Consult Other Agencies 65 60%

Consult Returned Migrants 73 67%

Contact SL Consulate 48 44%

Contact SLBFE 46 42%

Panel B: Reasons for Rejecting Job Order

(1) (2) (3)
Source N Percent

Job Wasn’t Safe 29 52%

Employer Reputation 17 30%

Foreign Agent Reputation 18 32%

Too Many Amenities 11 20%

Low Commission 7 12%

Hard to find Workers 19 35%

Notes: Panel A asks agencies how they learn about the reputation of an employer. Panel B
reports the reasons an agency states for rejected a job order in the past year. 55 out of 109

agencies reported rejecting a job order. Both tables use data collected through the agency
survey in 2019 with a sample size of 109 agencies.
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Appendix B.2 Characteristics of Job Orders

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
# Employers # New Employers # Good Orders Good Orders (%) # Bad Orders Bad Orders (%)

Panel A: Eligible Agencies vs. Comparison

Elig*2010-12 0.5900 -0.0236 0.0526** 0.0270* 0.0021 -0.0051

(0.500) (0.422) (0.025) (0.015) (0.022) (0.015)
Elig*2012-15 0.7266 0.4437 0.0351 0.0185 -0.0037 -0.0116

(0.718) (0.706) (0.025) (0.016) (0.022) (0.015)

Panel B: Effects by Agency Quality

Elig*High*Post-2010 0.1205 -0.2765 0.0764* 0.0459* -0.0377 -0.0287

(1.087) (1.182) (0.045) (0.027) (0.031) (0.019)
Elig*Low*Post-2010 1.0869* 0.2546 0.0498** 0.0245 0.0193 0.0016

(0.652) (0.527) (0.025) (0.016) (0.025) (0.018)

Panel C: Effects by Agency Quality and Program Phase

Elig*High*2010-12 -0.0810 -0.4967 0.0614 0.0392 -0.0362 -0.0250

(0.846) (0.828) (0.044) (0.028) (0.035) (0.020)
Elig*High*2012-15 0.3159 -0.0660 0.0900* 0.0519* -0.0388 -0.0321

(1.512) (1.606) (0.052) (0.030) (0.031) (0.021)
Elig*Low*2010-12 1.1489* 0.0386 0.0678** 0.0329* 0.0279 0.0077

(0.592) (0.417) (0.029) (0.019) (0.027) (0.020)
Elig*Low*2012-15 1.0393 0.4361 0.0348 0.0175 0.0124 -0.0033

(0.776) (0.668) (0.026) (0.018) (0.028) (0.021)
N 18365 18365 18365 18365 18365 18365

Comparison Mean 5.48 2.53 0.17 0.13 0.17 0.13

Notes: This table reports difference-in-difference estimates on the characteristics of job orders. ‘Comparison Mean’ reports the pre-program (2005-2009)
mean of the dependent variable for the comparison group. Panel A compares eligible agencies to comparison agencies both for the period where agencies
were solely exposed to Reputational Incentives (2010-2012) and the period after Quality Revelation (2012-2015). Panel B computes heterogeneous effects by
pre-program agency quality; ‘High’ denotes above median pre-program quality, while ‘Low’ is below median pre-program quality, where quality is based
on the ‘Predicted Rating’ variable. Panel C reports effects by program phase and agency quality. ‘# Employers’ reports the number of unique employers
with whom an agency did business, ‘# New Employers’ refers to an employer with whom the agency had not done business prior to the introduction of the
program. ‘Good Orders’ (‘Bad Orders’) are those from an employer with a below median (above median) pre-program complaint rate. All specifications
cluster at the agency level and include agency fixed effects. Panels B & C contain month-year fixed effects interacted with average migrant recruitment
(2005-08). Panel A contains the same controls as Panel B and month-year fixed effects interacted with the average yearly quantitative score (2005-08).
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Appendix B.3 Components of Contract Quality

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Return Ticket Health Insurance Accommodation Food Avg. Salary (USD)

Panel A: Effects by Program Phase

Elig*2010-12 0.0009 0.0244 0.0207 0.0233 9.9086

(0.017) (0.024) (0.024) (0.026) (9.104)

Elig*2012-15 0.0087 0.0226 0.0186 0.0125 9.7274

(0.021) (0.027) (0.027) (0.028) (12.714)

Panel B: Effects by Pre-Program Agency Quality

Elig*High*Post-2010 -0.0291 -0.0195 -0.0143 -0.0026 1.4770

(0.036) (0.044) (0.044) (0.042) (23.784)

Elig*Low*Post-2010 0.0289 0.0560** 0.0487* 0.0474 17.1335*
(0.019) (0.026) (0.026) (0.030) (9.597)

N 18365 18365 18365 18365 18365

Comparison Mean 0.10 0.31 0.32 0.30 100.70

Notes: This table reports difference-in-difference estimates of effect of the program on individual components of the contract quality
index. Panel A compares eligible agencies to comparison agencies. Panel B computes heterogeneous effects by pre-program agency
quality; ‘High’ denotes above median pre-program quality, while ‘Low’ is below median pre-program quality, where quality is
based on the ‘Predicted Rating’ variable. The outcome variables are binary variables that record whether a job order included the
provision of return airfare (col. 1), health insurance (col. 2), accommodation (col. 3) and/or food (col. 4). The ‘Avg. Salary’ variable
is either the midpoint of a salary range or the advertised salary (in 2015 USD) depending on what the job order included. All
specifications cluster at the agency level and include agency fixed effects, month-year fixed effects interacted with average 2005-
2008 migrant recruitment and month-year fixed effects interacted with the average quantitative score between 2005-2008.
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Appendix B.4 Composition of Migrants Recruited

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
% Female % Pre-Complaints % Under 30 % Over 50 % Saudi

Panel A: Effects by Program Phase

Elig*2010-12 0.0263 0.0054 0.0010 0.0115 -0.0238

(0.031) (0.004) (0.011) (0.013) (0.025)

Elig*2012-15 -0.0160 0.0015 0.0050 0.0034 -0.0136

(0.036) (0.004) (0.014) (0.013) (0.032)

Panel B: Effects by Pre-Program Agency Quality

Elig*High*Post-2010 -0.0082 -0.0073 -0.0137 0.0103 -0.0403

(0.061) (0.006) (0.019) (0.018) (0.044)

Elig*Low*Post-2010 0.0079 0.0057 0.0032 0.0065 0.0037

(0.035) (0.005) (0.014) (0.015) (0.029)

N 21865 21865 21865 21865 21865

Comparison Mean 0.69 0.05 0.06 0.20 0.13

Notes: This table reports difference-in-difference estimates on the composition of migrants recruited by agencies.
‘Comparison Mean’ reports the pre-program (2005-2009) mean of the dependent variable for the comparison
group. Panel A compares eligible agencies to comparison agencies both for the period where agencies were
solely exposed to Reputational Incentives (2010-2012) and the period after Quality Revelation (2012-2015). Panel
B computes heterogeneous effects by pre-program agency quality; ‘High’ denotes above median pre-program
quality, while ‘Low’ is below median pre-program quality, where quality is based on the ‘Predicted Rating’ variable
(See Appendix A20 for details). All variables condition on whether non-zero migrants were recruited by an agency
in a given month. Column 1 reports the share of migrants who are women, column 2 reports the share who had
previously (i.e. pre-program) made complaints, column 3 reports the share of migrants under the age of 30,
column 4 reports the share over 50, and, finally, column 5 reports the share whose destination was Saudi Arabia.
All specifications cluster at the agency level and include agency fixed effects. Panel B contains month-year fixed
effects interacted with average migrant recruitment (2005-08). Panel A contains the same controls as Panel B and
month-year fixed effects interacted with the average yearly quantitative score (2005-08).
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Appendix B.5 Raw Trends
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Notes: These figures show quarterly averages in migrants recruited (Panel A), job orders
received (Panel B), and the complaint rate (Panel C). The sample is restricted to agencies
who recruit between 45 and 155 migrants in 2009 and who had a license that was valid for at
least 1 year in 2009. The vertical blue line is the point prior at which agencies became aware
of the program. The vertical green line shows when ratings were released to the public.
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Appendix B.6 Components of Quantitative Score

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Professional Clerical Middle Skilled Semi-Skilled Operators Domestic Solved Rate

Panel A: Effects by Program Phase

Elig*2010-12 -0.0076 -0.0821 -0.0951 -0.0769 -0.0289 0.6417 0.3538 0.0096

(0.015) (0.062) (0.102) (0.723) (0.051) (0.757) (0.994) (0.007)

Elig*2012-15 0.0133 0.6275 0.5709 0.8724 0.0496 1.8421 0.2613 -0.0184

(0.015) (0.669) (0.546) (0.666) (0.044) (1.210) (0.901) (0.019)

Panel B: Effects by Pre-Program Agency Quality

Elig*High*Post-2010 0.0046 0.9968 1.1373 -0.5032 0.0463 2.5717 -0.5258 -0.0040

(0.042) (1.044) (1.276) (1.251) (0.088) (1.792) (1.766) (0.017)

Elig*Low*Post-2010 0.0057 -0.0225 -0.0236 1.1760** 0.0215 0.7765 0.9329 -0.0099

(0.005) (0.032) (0.040) (0.567) (0.047) (1.158) (1.030) (0.013)

Panel C: Effects by Agency Quality and Program Phase

Elig*High*2010-12 -0.0199 -0.2919 -0.1554 -2.1400 -0.0847 -0.0286 -0.6396 0.0055

(0.048) (0.334) (0.169) (1.586) (0.111) (0.627) (1.963) (0.010)

Elig*High*2012-15 0.0184 1.7253 1.8680 0.4219 0.1204 4.0414 -0.4615 -0.0137

(0.055) (1.603) (1.965) (1.486) (0.097) (2.683) (1.708) (0.037)

Elig*Low*2010-12 0.0003 -0.0235 -0.0395 1.0342 -0.0050 0.8787 1.2434 0.0086

(0.008) (0.033) (0.044) (0.646) (0.055) (1.055) (1.125) (0.009)

Elig*Low*2012-15 0.0087* -0.0219 -0.0145 1.2561** 0.0365 0.7188 0.7574 -0.0241

(0.005) (0.037) (0.044) (0.567) (0.046) (1.245) (1.053) (0.023)

N 27324 27324 27324 27324 27324 27324 27324 6759

Comparison Mean 0.03 0.08 0.12 1.62 0.11 1.73 3.94 1.00

Notes: This table reports difference-in-difference estimates on the components of the ‘Quantitative Score’ measure. ‘Comparison Mean’
reports the pre-program (2005-2009) mean of the dependent variable for the comparison group. Panel A compares eligible agencies
to comparison agencies both for the period where agencies were solely exposed to Reputational Incentives (2010-2012) and the period
after Quality Revelation (2012-2015). Panel B computes heterogeneous effects by pre-program agency quality; ‘High’ denotes above
median pre-program quality, while ‘Low’ is below median pre-program quality, where quality is based on the ‘Predicted Rating’ variable.
Columns 1-7 are count variables for migrants placed in varying skill categories. Column 8 reports estimated effects on the complaint
solved rate (or dispute settlement rate) which conditions on the set of agencies who had non-zero complaints in a given month. All
specifications cluster at the agency level and include agency fixed effects, month-year fixed effects interacted with average 2005-2008

migrant recruitment and month-year fixed effects interacted with average quantitative score 2005-2008.
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Appendix B.7 The Effect of Receiving a Higher Rating

In order to separately identify the effect of receiving a higher rating, we instead use the
sample of all eligible agencies and compare agencies that are just above and below the
star-specific cutoffs. Appendix A.6 shows the distribution of ratings. The domain reports the
Combined Score which is the continuous score that the Quantitative Score and Qualitative
Score on which agencies were rated. In order to estimate the separate effect of receiving a
higher rating, we argue that agencies on either side of the star-cutoff are similar aside from
the fact that they are arbitrarily assigned to receive either more or less stars.

Empirical Strategy: Regression Discontinuity Design

To operationalize this identification strategy we use a regression discontinuity design. To
maximize power, we center the treatment variable at the thresholds and assign a value of 1 if
the score is above the threshold and 0 if it is below the threshold.

For agency i in month m and year t:

Yimt = δt + β1Combined Scorei + β2Treati + β3

Treat ∗ Combined Scorei + ϵimt

In this regression, Yimt is our outcome variable measured for agency i in month m and year t.
Treati is a dummy that takes a value of 1 when the score is above the star cutoff.
Combined Scorei is the centered forcing variable and Treat ∗ Combined Scorei is an interaction
between the treatment and forcing variable. The interaction term allows the effect from the
rating to vary on either side of the cutoff. We also include year fixed effects, δt, and cluster
standard errors at the agency level. We use a uniform kernel and the mean-square error
optimizing bandwidth.
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Appendix B.8 Heterogeneous Effects by Local Market Competition

To explore how the effects of the program vary with local market competition, we construct
a proxy based on the density of nearby agencies owing to the geographical clustering of
agencies discussed in Section 7.1. We use GPS coordinates to compute the number of
agencies in a 100 foot radius for each agency and denote those located near an above median
number of agencies as ‘competitive’ and those with a below median number of agencies as
‘not competitive’.

In the table below, we compute effect heterogeneity by local market competition using a
specification that includes a local market fixed effect and its interaction with a set of year
fixed effects. When comparing eligible agencies to comparison agencies that are located in
areas with a lot of competition, we find that eligible agencies have significantly more job
orders—both on average and from Good Employers— and are both more likely to recruit
migrants and less likely to exit the market. We also note that the point estimates are
quantitatively similar for the analogous comparisons for agencies facing less competition.
We find similar results when using the Herfindahl-Hirschman index to measure local
competition.

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Migrants Agency Exit Job Orders Good Orders

Not Competitive*Elig*Post-2010 3.1065 -0.0664 -0.1567 0.0761*
(6.137) (0.072) (0.099) (0.040)

Competitive*Elig*Post-2010 5.2195* -0.0843* 0.2357** 0.0785**
(2.890) (0.044) (0.108) (0.035)

N 25872 25872 21168 17650

Comparison Mean 7.61 0.16 0.34 0.17

Notes: This table reports effect heterogeneity by local market competition. ‘Comparison Mean’
reports the pre-program (2005-2009) mean of the dependent variable for the comparison group.
‘Agency Exit’ is a proxy for an agency closing down. It is coded as an indicator variable that
switches on at the beginning of a 12 month sequence of zero recruitment after the program was
introduced. ‘Job Orders’ are the number of orders that an agency received in a specific month
from employers abroad (i.e. demand). Note, data for 2005 and 2014 is missing for the job order
data. ‘Good Orders’ are job orders corresponding to employers with a below median pre-program
complaint rate. To proxy fo local competition we establish agency density by counting the number
of active agencies in 2009 in a 100 foot radius. ‘Competitive’ refers to a binary variable coded
as 1 for an above median score of the measure of competition, while ‘Not Competitive’ is the
opposite. This specification is clustered at the agency level and includes agency fixed effects,
month-year fixed effects interacted with average 2005-2008 migrant recruitment, month-year FE
interacted with average Quantitative Score 2005-2008, and local market (i.e. Divisional Secretariat)
x month-year fixed effects.
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Appendix C Robustness Tests

Appendix C.1 Pre-Trends

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Variable Sample F-Stat p-value

Migrant All 1.0658 0.3868

Low 1.2370 0.2862

High 0.8457 0.5543

Job Orders All 1.0715 0.3830

Low 1.4312 0.1970

High 0.2126 0.9812

Complaint Rate All 0.9286 0.4853

Low 1.0334 0.4104

High 0.9956 0.4435

Quant Score All 1.0374 0.4060

Low 1.1191 0.3542

High 1.7375 0.1177

Avg. Salary All 0.8198 0.5718

Low 0.5606 0.7869

High 1.2228 0.3049

Contract Renewal All 0.3316 0.9389

Low 0.6856 0.6841

High 1.6407 0.1419

Good Orders All 1.0799 0.3775

Low 1.9224 0.0700

High 0.3333 0.9356

Contract Quality All 0.5033 0.8314

Low 0.3106 0.9483

High 0.9315 0.4892

Notes: This table reports joint F-tests of lags for all the main outcomes analyzed in the
paper. For each outcome, we separately report the F-test for all agencies, only pre-program
low quality agencies, and only pre-program high quality agencies. In each case, we test the
joint significance of 15 lags (each a period corresponding to a quarter) for the period
2006-2009 where the reference period is always the quarter preceding Jan 2010. Standard
errors are clustered at the agency level.
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Appendix C.2 Plots of Lagged Effects
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Notes: These figures show event study graphs for lagged outcomes. They plot the interaction coefficients—an indicator for an eligible firm
interacted with a series of quarterly indicators for 2006-2010. The capped dotted lines are the 95% confidence intervals. In each case the
reference is the final quarter of 2009. Standard errors are clustered at the agency level.
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Appendix C.3 Agency Exit

(1) (2) (3)
Agency Exit (6 mo) Agency Exit (1 yr) Agency Exit (2 yr)

Panel A: Effects by Program Phase

Elig*2010-12 -0.0666*** -0.0701*** -0.0666***
(0.026) (0.026) (0.026)

Elig*2012-15 -0.0791* -0.0826* -0.0741*
(0.044) (0.044) (0.043)

Panel B: Effects by Pre-Program Agency Quality

Elig*High*Post-2010 0.0013 0.0067 0.0133

(0.072) (0.074) (0.073)

Elig*Low*Post-2010 -0.1196*** -0.1256*** -0.1173***
(0.038) (0.039) (0.038)

N 27324 27324 27324

Comparison Mean 0.17 0.16 0.15

Notes: This table reports difference-in-difference estimates for agency exit. ‘Comparison Mean’ reports
the post-program (2010-2015) mean of the dependent variable for the comparison group. Panel A com-
pares eligible agencies to comparison agencies both for the period where agencies were solely exposed
to Reputational Incentives (2010-2012) and the period after Quality Revelation (2012-2015). Panel B com-
putes heterogeneous effects by pre-program agency quality; ‘High’ denotes above median pre-program
quality, while ‘Low’ is below median pre-program quality, where quality is based on the ‘Predicted Rat-
ing’ variable. ‘Agency Exit’ is a proxy for an agency closing down. It is coded as an indicator variable
that switches on at the beginning of a 6 month (column 1), 12 month (column 2) and 24 month (column
3) sequence of zero recruitment after the program was introduced. All specifications cluster at the agency
level and include agency fixed effects. Panel B contains month-year fixed effects interacted with average
migrant recruitment (2005-08). Panel A contains the same controls as Panel B and month-year fixed ef-
fects interacted with the average yearly quantitative score (2005-08).
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Appendix C.4 Total Salaries

(1) (2) (3)
Total Salaries Total Salaries Total Salaries

Elig*2010-12 0.6958**
(0.289)

Elig*2012-15 0.7053**
(0.341)

Elig*High*Post-2010 0.7056

(0.537)

Elig*Low*Post-2010 1.0911***
(0.396)

Any Elig*Post-2010 0.9067

(0.720)

N 25412 25412 14674

Comparison Mean 5.33 5.33 5.33

Notes: This table reports program effects on total salaries, a proxy for match surplus.
Col. 3 restricts the sample to comparison agencies. ‘Comparison Mean’ reports the
pre-program (2005-2009) mean of the dependent variable for the comparison group.
‘Total Salaries’ is computed by summing all salaries of migrants placed by an agency
in the relevant month, and this variable is transformed using the inverse hyperbolic
sine. The specification in col. 2 contains month-year fixed effects interacted with avg.
migrant recruitment (2005-08), clusters at the agency level, and includes agency fixed
effects. Col. 1 contains the same controls and month-year fixed effects interacted with
the average yearly quantitative score (2005-08). ‘Any Elig’ is a dummy variable coded
as 1 if there is an eligible agency within 100 ft of a comparison agency. The estimate
in col. 3 includes the same controls as col. 1 but is clustered at the local market level
and includes local market x month-year fixed effects.
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Appendix C.5 Complaint Rate

(1) (2) (3)
Complaint Rate % Breach % Harassment

Panel A: Effects by Program Phase

Elig*2010-12 0.006 -0.005 0.012

(0.007) (0.023) (0.018)

Elig*2012-15 -0.002 0.051** -0.020

(0.006) (0.024) (0.019)

Panel B: Effects by Agency Quality

Elig*High*Post-2010 -0.003 0.013 -0.005

(0.008) (0.040) (0.035)

Elig*Low*Post-2010 0.004 0.025 -0.004

(0.007) (0.022) (0.018)

Panel B: Effects by Agency Quality and Program Phase

Elig*High*2010-12 0.003 -0.034 0.054

(0.009) (0.046) (0.036)

Elig*High*2012-15 -0.008 0.060 -0.065

(0.011) (0.053) (0.039)

Elig*Low*2010-12 0.008 -0.000 0.002

(0.009) (0.025) (0.020)

Elig*Low*2012-15 0.001 0.048* -0.009

(0.007) (0.026) (0.022)

N 19659 8470 8470

Comparison Mean 0.08 0.40 0.14

Notes: This table reports difference-in-difference estimates on com-
plaints. Panel A compares eligible agencies to comparison agencies.
Panel B computes heterogeneous effects by pre-program agency qual-
ity; ‘High’ denotes above median pre-program quality, while ‘Low’
is below median pre-program quality, where quality is based on the
‘Predicted Rating’ variable. Panel C reports estimates by agency
quality and program phase. The complaint rate measures the av-
erage number of complaints by migrants placed by an agency in a
given month conditional on the agency placing non-zero migrants.
% Breach reports the fraction of complaints that are due to breach
of contract (including non-payment of wages) while % Harassment
refers to the fraction of complaints that are due to physical harass-
ment. Column 1 conditions on non-zero migrants recruited, while
columns 2 & 3 additionally condition on non-zero complaints. All
specifications cluster at the agency level and include agency fixed ef-
fects. The specification reported in Panel B & C contain month-year
fixed effects interacted with average migrant recruitment (2005-08).
Panel A contains the same controls as Panel B and month-year fixed
effects interacted with the average yearly quantitative score (2005-08).
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Appendix C.6 Robustness to Agency Exit

(1) (2) (3)
Quant Score Migrants Job Orders

Panel A: Effects by Program Phase

Elig*2010-12 0.2681 -0.2830 0.0760

(0.211) (1.633) (0.061)

Elig*2012-15 0.2854 3.6344 0.1123

(0.202) (3.540) (0.081)

Panel B: Effects by Pre-Program Agency Quality

Elig*High*Post-2010 -0.2284 2.6620 -0.0296

(0.279) (5.906) (0.119)

Elig*Low*Post-2010 0.5720*** 1.6925 0.1793**
(0.207) (2.186) (0.082)

N 25412 25412 20869

Comparison Mean 6.25 6.92 0.34

Notes: This table reports difference-in-difference estimates for main outcomes that
are adjusted for agency exit. ‘Quant Score’ summarizes an agency’s investment in the
rating criteria introduced by the government (See Appendix A.10). ‘Migrants’ reports
the total number of migrants recruited by an agency in a given month. ‘Job Orders’
are the number of orders that an agency received in a specific month from employers
abroad (i.e. demand). Note, data for 2005 and 2014 is missing for the job order data.
All specifications cluster at the agency level and include agency fixed effects. The
specification reported in Panel B contains month-year fixed effects interacted with
average migrant recruitment (2005-08). Panel A contains the same controls as Panel
B and month-year fixed effects interacted with the average yearly quantitative score
(2005-08).
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Appendix C.7 Robustness to Trend Controls

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Quant Score Avg. Salary (USD) Job Orders Agency Exit

Panel A: Quality Trend Only

Elig*2010-12 0.2357 12.5657 0.1074* -0.0803***
(0.154) (8.765) (0.061) (0.028)

Elig*2012-15 0.0805 16.7593 0.1330* -0.0895**
(0.127) (10.394) (0.078) (0.045)

Panel B: Recruitment Trend Only

Elig*2010-12 0.3426 12.1132 0.1121* -0.0703***
(0.209) (8.810) (0.063) (0.026)

Elig*2012-15 0.2537 15.2904 0.1508* -0.0846*
(0.195) (10.434) (0.079) (0.044)

Panel C: No Controls

Elig*2010-12 0.1254 12.3014 0.1020* -0.0821***
(0.222) (8.732) (0.061) (0.029)

Elig*2012-15 -0.0585 16.6366 0.1247 -0.0889*
(0.235) (10.253) (0.079) (0.046)

N 27324 21865 22356 27324

Comparison Mean 5.80 178.18 0.34 0.17

Notes: This table assesses the robustness of the difference-in-difference estimates reported
in the paper to varying combinations of trend controls. ‘Comparison Mean’ reports the pre-
program (2005-2009) mean of the dependent variable for the comparison group. Panel A
reports the estimates including only month-year fixed effects interacted with the average
yearly quantitative score (2005-08). Panel B uses month-year fixed effects interacted with av-
erage migrant recruitment (2005-08). Panel C only includes month-year fixed effects. ’Quant
Score’ summarizes an agency’s investment in the rating criteria introduced by the govern-
ment (See Appendix A.10). ‘Job Orders’ are the number of orders that an agency received
in a specific month from employers abroad (i.e. demand). Note, data for 2005 and 2014 is
missing for the job order data. ‘Agency Exit’ is a proxy for an agency closing down. It is
coded as an indicator variable that switches on at the beginning of a 12 month sequence of
zero recruitment after the program was introduced. All specifications cluster at the agency
level and include agency fixed effects.
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Appendix C.8 Mean Reversion and Alternative Measures of Agency Quality

One concern with our measure of pre-program agency quality might be that it captures
something transient as a result of measurement error and that agency quality may exhibit
mean reversion thereafter. Put otherwise, it is not that the program improves outcomes for
low quality agencies, but that these were simply high quality agencies that were improperly
classified and who then trended back to their mean. We believe this concern is unlikely to
explain our estimates for a number of reasons.

First, it is important to note that high and low quality eligible agencies are always being
compared to high and low quality comparison agencies (see Appendix A.7).47 As such, if
there is measurement error in how we specify quality and, for example, a subset of low
quality eligible agencies are trending upward because of measurement error, this should also
be the case for low quality comparison agencies. The estimated heterogeneous treatment
effects are the differential effect for high/low eligible agencies relative to high/low
comparison agencies, whose trend is computed by the High*Post term in equation (6).48 As
such, our estimates ‘net out’ any potential measurement error. If the measurement error
were itself classified with treatment assignment then it would bias our estimates; however
this amounts to a test of pre-trends for pre-program agency quality. Using five years worth
of (monthly) pre-program data, we find that we cannot reject the null for the joint F-test of
the lags for the Quantitative Score variable (p-value = 0.4807).49

Nevertheless, we take concerns about measurement error in pre-program agency quality
seriously and in Appendix C.8 we assess the robustness of our main results to alternative
measures of pre-program agency quality. In Panel A, we report our preferred measure, the
Predicted Rating, while in Panel B we report heterogeneous treatment effect estimates by
pre-program agency quality defined using the Quantitative Score from 2009. In Panel C we
do likewise with the average yearly Quantitative Score between 2007 and 2009. The point
estimates are similar in both magnitude and direction across the three measures of
pre-program agency quality. We do, however, note that the precision of the estimates is
somewhat lower when pre-program agency quality is measured using the average
Quantitative Score between 2007-2009 (Panel C).

Our view here is that the Predicted Rating and the 2009 Quantitative Score yield agency
quality measures that are more salient from the perspective of an eligible agency. As the
program is announced in early 2010 and lays out the criteria for a rating that is forward
looking, an agency that was high quality three years ago but is low quality in 2009 can’t
expect to receive a good rating in the future. In addition, we believe the Quantitative Score
only captures a part of the government’s ultimate rating which also depends on the
‘Qualitative Score’ which is in turn a function of third-party inspections. By using the
Predicted Rating, we weight the qualitative and quantitative scores by how important they
are for the actual rating yields a better measure of actual quality as conceived by the
government.

47There are 207 agencies in the sample, 78 eligible agencies (30 high quality, 48 low quality) and 129 comparison
agencies (30 high quality, 99 low quality).

48Note, both High*Post and Low*Post cannot be included because of the inclusion of month-year fixed effects.
49Though not a formal test, it is also useful to note that the point estimates in Table 2 & 3 do not suggest a

systematic trend in the estimates for high and low agencies; in some cases the estimated effect is positive for low
quality agencies and negative for high quality agencies, in others it is the opposite and in still others the effects
are in the same direction. It is, therefore, surprising why some outcomes would revert to the mean but not others
unless the measurement error were, for some reason, weighted towards specific outcomes. We have no reason to
believe that this is the case.
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Robustness of Estimates to Varying Measures of Pre-Program Agency Quality

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Quant Score Migrants Job Orders Agency Exit Good Orders Contract Quality

Panel A: Predicted Rating

Elig*High*Post-2010 -0.3422 2.1827 -0.0105 0.0067 0.0764* -0.0629

(0.265) (5.407) (0.114) (0.074) (0.045) (0.151)

Elig*Low*Post-2010 0.6574*** 1.8596 0.2204*** -0.1256*** 0.0498** 0.1669**
(0.200) (2.093) (0.083) (0.039) (0.025) (0.078)

Panel B: Quantitative Score 2009

Elig*High*Post-2010 0.0603 1.9859 0.1353 -0.0524 0.0686** 0.1168

(0.261) (3.951) (0.099) (0.056) (0.034) (0.109)

Elig*Low*Post-2010 0.6837*** 2.4841 0.1627* -0.1136** 0.0470 0.0810

(0.220) (1.941) (0.087) (0.052) (0.030) (0.093)

Panel C: Avg. Quantitative Score 2007-2009

Elig*High*Post-2010 0.2727 -2.0280 0.0929 -0.0618 0.0773** 0.1303

(0.206) (2.111) (0.106) (0.055) (0.034) (0.105)

Elig*Low*Post-2010 0.6494*** 7.5747 0.1887** -0.1052** 0.0281 0.0427

(0.207) (4.638) (0.082) (0.051) (0.027) (0.091)

N 25956 25956 21684 25956 21684 21684

Comparison Mean 6.56 8.05 0.37 0.16 0.13 0.07

Notes:
This table reports heterogeneous difference-in-difference estimates using alternative definitions of pre-program agency quality. Panel A

uses our preferred specification, i.e. the ‘Predicted Rating’. Panel B uses the Quantitative Score from 2009, while Panel C uses the average
Quantitative Score between 2007 and 2009 (see Appendix A.10 for details). ‘Comparison Mean’ reports the pre-program (2005-2009) mean
of the dependent variable for the comparison group. ‘Quant Score’ summarizes an agency’s investment in the rating criteria introduced by
the government (See Appendix A.10). ‘Migrants’ reports the total number of migrants recruited by an agency in a given month. ‘Job Orders’
are the number of orders that an agency received in a specific month from employers abroad (i.e. demand). Note, data for 2005 and 2014

is missing for the job order data. ‘Agency Exit’ is a proxy for an agency closing down. It is coded as an indicator variable that switches on
at the beginning of a 12 month sequence of zero recruitment after the program was introduced. ‘Good Orders’ are job orders corresponding
to employers with a below median pre-program complaint rate. ‘Contract Quality’ is a normalized index incorporating whether or not a job
order specifies that health insurance, accommodation, and return airfare are provided as well as the salary range paid to workers. Index
components are weighted by the inverse of the covariance matrix as in Anderson (2008). All specifications cluster at the agency level and
include agency fixed effects and month-year fixed effects interacted with average 2005-2008 migrant recruitment.
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Appendix C.9 Program Effects with Alternative Samples

(1) (2) (3)
Agency Exit Job orders Migrants

Panel A: Recruited 45-155 Migrants in 2009

Elig*2010-12 -0.0701*** 0.1067* 0.1991

(0.026) (0.062) (1.585)

Elig*2012-15 -0.0826* 0.1451* 3.3784

(0.044) (0.078) (3.266)
N 27324 22356 27324

Panel B: Recruited 25-175 Migrants in 2009

Elig*2010-12 -0.0521** 0.1453*** 0.5659

(0.022) (0.055) (1.306)

Elig*2012-15 -0.0856** 0.1897*** 1.7608

(0.039) (0.069) (2.787)
N 39204 32076 39204

Panel C: All Agencies

Elig*2010-12 -0.0657*** 0.2951*** 2.1962

(0.019) (0.046) (1.651)

Elig*2012-15 -0.1354*** 0.3889*** -1.0664

(0.030) (0.061) (2.242)
N 86064 70416 86064

Notes:
This table reports difference-in-difference estimates of the overall pro-

gram effect using varying intervals about the 100 migrant program
threshold. Panel A reports the ‘optimal bandwidth’ used in the paper
(45-155 migrants recruited in 2009), Panel B restricts the sample to 25-
175 migrants recruited in 2009 and Panel C places no restrictions on the
sample. ‘Agency Exit’ is a proxy for an agency closing down. It is coded
as an indicator variable that switches on at the beginning of a 12 month
sequence of zero recruitment after the program was introduced. ‘Job
Orders’ are the number of orders that an agency received in a specific
month from employers abroad (i.e. demand). Note, data for 2005 and
2014 is missing for the job order data. All specifications cluster at the
agency level and include agency fixed effects, month-year fixed effects
interacted with average migrant recruitment (2005-08) and month-year
fixed effects interacted with average yearly quantitative score (2005-08).
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